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Improving Tactile Sensing for Robotic Grasping
Abstract
Enabling robots to execute reliable grasping and manipulation tasks will signiﬁcantly expand the activities robots can perform. Some information that is crucial for
guaranteeing grasp stability can only be obtained through tactile sensing and inaccessible by other sensing modalities. Examples include contact forces, vibration, slip
onset, texture, and object mass distribution. While an increasing number of commercial and research robotic hands have embedded tactile sensors, the understanding of
the behavior and limitation of tactile sensing has been limited and theoretical. In this
thesis, we conducted one of the ﬁrst large trial grasping experiments. We observed
that tactile sensor signals may internalize a combination of uncertainties and errors
in the task and throughout the robotic system, therefore exhibiting variations in the
signals that are not easily separable and surmountable. To establish the fundamental
information needed from the tactile sensors, we used analytical grasp stability models
to identify physically intuitive and universal parameters that contact sensors should
provide regardless of the underlying sensing mechanism. The same analyses can also
calculate a given sensor suite’s reliability and limitation when used for grasping and
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manipulation tasks. If used for design, our analysis can help establish quantitative criteria for both tactile sensor and system integration. Recognizing there are limitations
in both pure-model and pure-data-driven learning approaches for any system dealing
with real-world variations, we proposed a hybrid method of combining data-ﬁtted,
physically-inspired parametric models with nonparametric residual machine learning. We tested our hybrid approach by calculating the previous-identiﬁed physicallyintuitive parameters from raw sensor data, and showed that the hybrid method outperformed both pure-model and pure-data-driven learning methods in terms of dataeﬃciency and generalizability.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The ability to manipulate the environment is unparalleled in humans.
The combination of our hands, sensors, muscles, and years of practice enables us to
perform an enormous variety of tasks on a large range of objects. We can pinch our
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ﬁngers to pick up a needle, or open them and palm a basketball. We can gently hold
blocks of jiggling jelly, or crush aluminum cans; we can deduce forces and tool interactions so that even chopsticks look dexterous in our hands. While robotics and automation have enhanced many aspects of our lives, none of these machines have the ability
to manipulate the range of objects the way we can. Yet it is a necessary skill if we
want robots to assist us in our houses, hospitals, disaster sites, and other unstructured
environments.
The main challenge in operating in unstructured environment is the amount of unknowns and uncertainties that exist. In controlled environments such as factories, the
characteristics of every object and its pose are known. But in unstructured environment, the objects often deviate from a priori models, and sensors are prone to noise,
occlusions, and errors. As a result, the robot may produce suboptimal action plans
and frequently encounter scenarios that it did not anticipate. In terms of grasping
tasks, all the uncertainties and errors accumulated eventually present themselves as
variations in the object’s expected pose and position, and intrinsic properties such as
shape, texture, and mass.
Additionally, grasping and manipulation tasks are especially diﬃcult due to the extensive physical contacts involved. The physics models that neatly describe surfaces
interactions using friction coeﬃcients break down when the contact surface is not perfectly rigid and has non-uniform pressure distribution on the contact surface. Yet a
large percentage of real world contacts are larger than a pin point, and are on uneven,
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deformable contact surfaces. As a result, a robot executing model-based open-loop
actions will inevitably run into surprises in its path, potentially causing irreversible
damage, and the insuﬃcient contact models make it impossible to reliably predict the
trajectory of an object when manipulating it or guarantee stability when grasping it.
There are many ways to compensate for encountering the mis-planned and unexpected in grasping tasks. One option is leveraging mechanical intelligence. Passive
mechanical compliance allows the hand to adapt to the environment so that unexpected contacts do not result in large forces. Mechanical intelligence can also be designed to bias objects to move into a stable conﬁguration, much like how funnels can
guarantee the direction of a liquid moving through it without having any sensing, actuation, or exhaustive knowledge about the dynamics of the liquid. Another option is
through a sensory feedback loop, so that real time reactive actions can be taken when
encountered unexpected situations. Alternatively, more realistic contact models can
also help reduce the uncertainties during grasping and manipulation tasks.
Previous work of the Harvard Biorobotics Lab explored the ﬁrst two options. We
have built mechanical intelligent hands 25 (Fig. 1.1 ) and integrated robust tactile sensors 53 (Fig. 1.2). In this thesis, we explore the utility of tactile sensing during grasping tasks. We asked a seemingly simple question: Based purely on tactile and proprioceptive sensors internal to the robot, can the stability of a grasp be determined prior
to any action that may result in catastrophe(Fig. 1.3). By limiting the complexity
of the task, we can carefully investigate the behavior of tactile sensors and maximize
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Figure 1.1: Mechanical intelligent hand design.

Figure 1.2: Barometer-based tactile sensors.
its information content for grasp stability analysis. We explored ways of acquiring
necessary information for determining grasp stability when both the sensors and the
models are limited, which led to proposing a new approach that combines both model
and data-driven methods. The approach also can be used to close the gap between
theoretical models and reality.

6

Figure 1.3: To lift or not to lift: the quintessential question of grasp stability.

1.2 Background on Tactile Sensing in Grasping Robots
Tactile sensors work on the front lines of the action. They provide information about
the contact interface that cannot be measured through other sensing modalities, such
as contact forces, vibration, slip, texture, object mass and mass distribution. These
are crucial for grasping and manipulating objects reliably and eﬃciently. In humans,
we have mechanoreceptors under our skin and inside our muscles to sense temperature, texture, vibration, pressure, stretch, etc. 57 . Collectively, there are millions of
sensors and neurons dedicated to sensing just for our hands, and millions more for
analyzing the information to inform actions.
Up until recently, very few robotic hands and sensors were robust enough be used
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for real world experiments. Therefore, for decades, the use of tactile sensing in robotic
grasping has been a theoretical exercise. The general intuition is that achieving a stable grasp is to balance the total forces and torques acting on the object. Hence there
exist many analytical models for grasp stability analysis that are based on balancing
forces and torques 7 . It is assumed that the information needed for those equations
can be readily acquired by tactile sensors.
There are two glaring problems with relying solely on such analytical models: 1) to
make the physics and computation tractable, most of the models make assumptions
that are crude estimates of the real world, such as point contacts, rigid objects, known
and convex object shapes, etc., and 2) to test or execute control algorithms based on
these models, the robot would need highly accurate and robust sensors and actuators,
which we do not yet have. As a result, most analytical models are only used in simulation, and are rarely implemented by experimentalists.
In the recent decade, as more robotic hands reach market, there’s also been a surge
in the tactile sensor development. Sensors based on measuring capacitance, resistance,
pneumatic pressure, hydraulic pressure, light reﬂections and intensity, and many more
are available at various stages of technical maturity 100 . Still, very few are integrated
into actual hands. The dream tactile sensor would need to meet a conglomerate of
criteria (Fig. 1.4). For a tactile sensor to work in unstructured human environment,
it needs to be physically robust and capable of withstanding large impulses that will
inevitably occur due to unplanned contacts. It needs to be both very sensitive and
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Figure 1.4: The many criteria for the perfect tactile sensor
multi-axis but also cover a large range of forces, so that you can pick up both light
and heavy objects or hold loose and tight grips using the same ﬁngers without breaking the sensors. It also needs to be easy to integrate and aﬀordable so that experimentalists are comfortable enough to test it in real scenarios without being anxious about
repair bills.
All of the sensors that have been integrated so far only meet a fraction of the desired criteria, the most common ones being the ease of integration and cost. Few were
designed under the consideration of tactile sensing usage in real grasping and manipulation tasks. As a result, even the “best” tactile sensors in current robots are mostly
used as gloriﬁed contact sensors; they reports contact on or oﬀ and sometimes a vague
sense of the force magnitude.
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1.3 Thesis Contribution and Outline
We aimed to understand the optimal way to use tactile sensors. We ﬁrst conducted
a large-trial study of tactile sensors in real grasping tasks when the ﬁeld was mostly
using simulated sensor data (Ch. 2). The data we saw led us to conceive a systematic
way of identifying the limitation of any given sensor suite by using the physics-based
analytical models (Ch. 3). Seeing clear limitations for both pure model and pure datadriven methods, we then tested a theory of modifying analytical models using data
and adding using machine learning only on the residuals, in attempt to get the best of
both worlds. (Ch. 4 )
It is painfully clear that at this point in time, tactile sensing is still under heavy development, and so are most other robotic subsystems. Everything from hardware to
software to algorithms have a long way to go. Therefore it is imperative for us to have
an intuitive yet quantitative way of understanding systems that are combinations of
imperfect subsystems. In Chapter 5, we will detail a variation-based framework that
can be used to evaluate robotic systems of drastically diﬀerent subcomponents. It
turns the main challenge of robots — the ability to compensate for variations in unstructured environments — to also be the very element that is used to compare the
systems. The framework was originally proposed by Leif Jentoft 54 and is expanded
here for a more thorough and updated review.
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Touch comes before sight, before speech. It is
the ﬁrst language and the last, and it always
tells the truth.
Margaret Atwood

2
Variability in Tactile Sensors During
Grasping

Tactile sensors provide information crucial to grasping and manipulation tasks, yet little work has done to examining tactile sensor signals
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produced during real manipulation tasks. This chapter presents tactile sensor
data from grasping a generic object in thousands of trials, where we observed variability that may be intrinsic to the grasping process and cannot avoid in real grasps.

2.1 Background
The signals from tactile sensors are high-dimensional and complex, reﬂecting the
many variables that aﬀect the contact state 8 . To deal with this complexity, a number of recent studies have used machine learning (ML) methods to extract pertinent
information from tactile sensing to predict grasp stability

6,22,69,103 .

Results to date

have achieved limited correct prediction of grasp stability on a small range of objects,
which is too low for deployment in unstructured environments such as homes and
workplaces.
There are many potential explanations for the lack of success in learning grasp
stability. A major issue for ML in experimental robotics in general is the burden of
obtaining the large data sets required for adequate training, due to the high dimensionality of the sensor signals and the large number of parameters, which for grasping
includes object size, shape, compliance, and friction, and the positions of the ﬁngers
with respect to the object. A related issue is ﬁnding the best ML method and feature
set for this application, considering limited training set size and evolution of tactile
signals throughout the grasping process. There are also fundamental questions about
the nature of the signals from tactile sensors. Current experimental grasping systems
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have tactile sensors on only a portion of the ﬁnger surface, and often the sensor arrays
are ﬂat and stiﬀ. Whether these sensors provide suﬃcient information for determining
grasp stability in unstructured environments is, in general, unknown.
while there are many simulations and estimated contact models, it has been clear
that they are not suﬃcient and frequently wildly inaccurate. So Our ﬁrst step is characterizing sensor responses, particularly signal variability, in real grasps. We then
related this to grasp stability prediction to show how small (things propogate into inaccuracies in even simple tasks). We strictly limited the parameter space to a single
spherical object and a single grasp conﬁguration. This allows the experiments to focus on the role of positioning errors between the hand and the target object in real
grasping scenarios.

2

1

3
Index
Middle

Thumb

4

Figure 2.1: Top: The underactuated hand used here has four actuated degrees
of freedom – three for ﬁnger ﬂexion, one for coupled rotation of two ﬁngers to
transition between wrap grasps and pinch grasps. Bottom: Barometer-based
tactile sensors molded into ﬁnger contact surface.
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2.2 Methods and Materials
2.2.1

Underactuated Hand and Tactile Sensors

The system used to characterize tactile signals during grasping consisted of a threeﬁngered hand mounted on a position-controlled robot arm, and a single target object
with a return system that automatically repositioned it with high repeatability. The
robot hand (Fig. 2.1) is a version of the compliant, underactuated iHY Hand

84

(Re-

ﬂex Hand, RightHand Robotics, Inc., Cambridge, USA). Each identical ﬁnger has
two joints, with a revolute pin joint with a return spring between the palm and proximal link, and an elastomer ﬂexture joint between the links. Each ﬁnger is actuated
by a tendon that passes over both joints to a pulley in the palm that is connected to
a geared DC servo motor. The motor is driven by a local torque-limited proportionalderivative position control loop. The combination of spring-loaded joints and a single
tendon allows the ﬁngers to passively adapt to object shape as the ﬁngers close, without the need for elaborate sensing and control.
A fourth motor provides coupled rotation of two of the ﬁngers about their base,
shown in Fig. 2.1. In the experiments reported here, the ﬁngers are rotated so that
all three are equally spaced at 120 degrees from each other. To provide a convenient
naming convention, the non-rotating ﬁnger is referred to as the thumb, and the other
two ﬁngers as the index and middle ﬁngers, in analogy with the human right hand.
Previous work has shown that the iHY hand is capable of grasping a large range of
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objects despite signiﬁcant positioning errors 84 .
A row of tactile sensors is embedded in each link of each ﬁnger, with ﬁve sensors
in the proximal link and four in the distal link. These sensors are based on MEMS
barometer sensors and each surface-mount package contains a pressure sensor, ampliﬁer, analog-to-digital converter, microcontroller, and standard bus interface. The
resulting tactile sensor system has excellent performance, with 0.02 N sensitivity, approximately 100:1 signal-to-noise ratio, minimal hysteresis, excellent linearity, and fast
sample rate 110 .
The hand is mounted on a 6 degrees-of-freedom robot arm (UR5, Universal Robots,
Odense, Denmark), which has a positional repeatability speciﬁcation of 0.1 mm. Hand
and arm motion and all sensor processing and logging are performed under ROS by a
computer running Linux. The sampling rate of the tactile sensors is at approximately
27 Hz.

2.2.2

Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol created here focused on enabling execution of a large number of trials with good repeatability of the environmental conditions, particularly the
spatial relationship between the target object and the ﬁngers. The grasping target
is a generic object — a hollow rubber ball 65 mm in diameter and 51.5 g in weight.
The ball is suﬃciently stiﬀ that it does not deform appreciably under the grasping
forces used here. A thin string is attached to the ball and passed through a small hole
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Robot Arm

Hand

Target
Object
String with
Weight
Suspended
Below the Table
Evaluation
Camera

Figure 2.2: Experimental setup. A 200 g weight hangs below the table on the
string so that the ball automatically returns to the original position once released. Thousands of grasp trials with well-controlled position oﬀsets can be
collected using this setup without human supervision.
(1 mm) in the table top. A 200 g weight is suspended below the table on the string.
This setup gives the ball the freedom to move laterally or to be lifted oﬀ the table,
but the suspended weight will automatically restore the ball to its original position after each release. Careful optical measurements showed that the ball position is highly
repeatable, with mean distance of the ball from the center of the hole of 0.2 mm. This
setup enabled completely automatic and repeatable execution of grasping trials without human intervention, which is essential for acquiring the large number of trials.
The grasp sequence starts with the hand descending vertically from its starting
location until it reaches a preprogrammed height with the ﬁnger tips just above the
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table top, with no wrist rotation. The ﬁngers then close slowly and stop upon detecting contact with the object. The tactile sensor contact detection threshold is approximately 0.12 N normal force, which preliminary tests showed to reliably detect contact.
Each ﬁnger can stop independently; if contact is not detected, that ﬁnger continues
closing until ﬂexes to approximately 100 degrees. Once all the ﬁngers stop moving,
the controller tightens all the ﬁnger tendons by an additional 3 mm to increase the
grasp force beyond the low-force contact detection level. The arm then attempts to
lift the ball. Once the arm reaches a ﬁxed height of approximately 20 cm, it stops,
holds the ball for one second while an evaluation camera take a photograph. The presence or absence of the ball is the criterion for success or failure of the trial. The ball
is then released as the weight pulled the ball back to the starting position, and the
arm moves the hand to the location of the next trial. Trials take an average of about
13.5 seconds.
Grasp success vs. hand position. A common source of grasping variability in
unstructured environments is error in hand-object positioning due to visual perception
limitations and robot inaccuracies. To simulate such variation, the starting positions
of the hand were shifted in random small oﬀsets around the ball, within a space of
9×9 cm surrounding the ball. A total of 1400 trials were collected, out of which 35%
were successful grasps. In addition, a large number of grasps were attempted at three
locations separated by 1 mm at the boundary between successful and failure grasps to
examine tactile signal variation in marginal locations in detail.
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Rigid object. Our preliminary results suggested that tactile signals are highly
variability despite repeatable hand-object positioning. This variability could be due
object motion as the ﬁngers ﬁrst make contact. To investigate this hypothesis, trials
were conducted with the ball rigidly ﬁxed to the table by screws at its center. The
grasping algorithm was the same as above, but the lifting segment was omitted. The
hand starting location was (x, y) = (0, 1.6 cm), where the positive x direction goes
from the middle ﬁnger and extends toward the index ﬁnger, and the positive y direction goes from index and middle ﬁngers and extends towards the opposing thumb.
This location was determined to be near the limit of successful grasps and therefore
exhibited high signal variation. The same procedure was also repeated at the same
location, with the ball freely moving on the string, in order to ascertain the eﬀects of
object motion on grasping signals.
SVM prediction.

We expect the physical contact between successful and failed

grasps are small, and therefore the boundaries between their corresponding signals are
reasonably smooth though not necessarily linear, therefore we chose to used a support
vector machine (SVM) to classify grasp success, for it is good for supervised classiﬁcation with nonlinear kernels. In this study, we used the following notation:
• D = [oi ], i = 1, ..., N denotes a data set with N trials.
• oi = [xit ], t = 1, ..., Ti is a trial with Ti samples.
• xit = [pit ], where p∈ R9 is pressure from tactile sensors
Pressure signals from the tactile sensors were normalized to the maximum magni-
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tude found in all of the sensors across datasets. A binary label was used to indicate
the success and failure of each grasp. Because trial lengths vary depending on the timing of the contacts, we aligned the time index of the trials by setting the start of the
lifting process as t100 .
A classiﬁer was trained at every 10 time steps using both a linear SVM and a kernelized SVM with a radial basis function kernel (RBF). To classify a grasp outcome at
a given time point t, all the xit prior to t are concatenated to form the feature vector
ftI = [pI0 , ..., pIt ]. The soft margin parameter C and RBF parameter γ was optimized
through a 10-fold cross-validation. Diﬀerent portions of trials were taken out of the
training sets in order to study the eﬀect of training set size and learning results. The
classiﬁers were tested on 100 trials that were randomly selected from the testing set of
400.

2.3 Results
Examples of unﬁltered raw signals from two trials are shown in Fig. 2.3. For each
case, the upper three plots are the tactile pressure signals for the three sensors on the
distal links, with one plot for each ﬁnger. We executed only ﬁngertip-grasps, so sensors on the proximal link were not used because the object rarely made contact there.
The fourth plot in each case shows the overall tendon length of each ﬁnger, as measured by the encoders on the motor spools, and the bottom plot shows the joint angle
of the base joint of each ﬁnger, as measured by the joint encoder. In each case, the
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Figure 2.3: Sensor signals. A: Clear success case. B: Marginal success case.
C&D: corresponding end-of-trial evaluation photographs. E: top: color legend
for the tactile sensors in A&B; bottom: encoder and spool legends.
plot begins with the ﬁngers starting to close, which the controller executes by rotating
the spools to shorten the tendons, increasing the angle of ﬂexion, and producing the
observed ramps in the motor spool signals. The base joint angles follow this ramp trajectory as well, unless contact with the target object deﬂects the spring-loaded ﬁnger.
Both of the examples shown are taken from successful grasp trials, though the signals are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. The case where the ball is enclosed by ﬁngers symmetrically (Fig. 2.3A,C), the tactile sensors on each ﬁnger record steady pressures from
contact with the object, which leads to successful execution of the grasp-and-lift. For
the case where the ﬁngers did not result in symmetrical enclosure due to hand-object
position oﬀsets (Fig. 2.3B,D), the sensors presented more complex signals. Strong con-
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Figure 2.4: Success rate at each hand oﬀset position. The hand is approximately
centered over the ball at (0,0). The color scale shows % of successful grasps out
of a total trials executed in the 1cm×1cm block. The hand is oriented so that
the thumb points towards positive y, and the ﬁngers point toward the lower corners.
tact pressure signals are recorded on some ﬁngers, but their magnitudes ﬂuctuated as
the ﬁngers push the target object around between the ﬁngers. The ﬁnal grasp conﬁguration was stable but the ball was resting against the side of one of the compliant
ﬁngers.
Some tactile sensor signals show negative responses, e.g. middle sensors in all ﬁngers in Fig. 2.3A. This denotes negative stresses in the rubber ﬁngertip at the location
of the embedded tactile sensor, due to shear forces on the ﬁngertip surface. These
negative signals have been noted in previous work on tactile sensing, beginning with
Fearing’s work on object shape estimation using tactile sensors 31 .
Grasp success vs. hand position. Fig. 2.4 shows the success rate at each loca-
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Figure 2.5: Tactile sensor signals at the margin. These 3×3 plot matrices are
raw sensor signals taken at y=0, x={1.5 cm,1.6 cm,1.7 cm}, with 100 trials at
each location. The subplots at each location show the ﬁngers in columns (index,
middle, thumb) and the three distal sensors on each ﬁnger as rows (middle-base,
middle-tip, tip). Each subplot includes the sensor signals vs. time traces for all
100 trials at that location. t = 0 marks the start of ﬁngers closing. Blue traces
are successful grasps, red traces are failed grasps.
tion in the 9×9 grid of hand locations. The ﬁngers fail to contact the ball in regions
beyond this grid, so grasp failure is certain. Within the grid, 100% of grasps are successful when the hand is positioned within a central band approximately 5 cm wide
in x and 6 cm in y. It is approximately symmetric in the x direction and heavily biased in the y towards the thumb, because the ball can get wedged between the paired
middle-index ﬁngers.
The marginal regions between the success and failure regions in Fig. 2.4 show that
there are locations where millimeter shifts in hand-object position oﬀset produce different outcomes. Fig. 2.5 examines this situation in detail. These plots show tactile
signals from one hundred trials at each of three locations that span 3 mm, where the
grasp outcome drops from 100% success to 100% failure, with the intermediate loca-
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tion showing a mix of successes and failures. More importantly, although there are
clear diﬀerences in the tactile signal patterns between the 100% success and 100%
failure locations, at the intermediate location there is no clear diﬀerence between the
signals from successful grasps and those from failures: success and failure trial signals
are overlapping, with similar trajectories.
Rigid object. The trials examining contact sensor signals at the initial stages
of grasping showed that when the ball is rigidly ﬁxed to the table and cannot move
due to ﬁnger contact, the contact signals are repeatable (Fig. 2.6B). All traces have
very similar time courses, with clear step transitions when the ﬁngers make and break
contact with the ball. There is some variability in signal magnitude, which may in
part be attributed to re-zeroing the sensors before each trial. In contrast, in trials
where the ball is free to move (Fig. 2.6C), the ﬂuctuation of signals is obvious, with
much greater variability between the trials. Although contact is made on all three
ﬁngers when the ball is free to move, we see the clean step signal in only a handful of
trials.
SVM prediction. The previous results demonstrated that both grasp success
rates and tactile sensor signals can be highly variable from trial-to-trial despite good
repeatability of the hand-object relative position. Furthermore, relationships between
grasp success and tactile signals is not readily apparent in marginal locations (Fig. 2.5).
One of the advantages of machine learning methods, however, is that they can uncover higher-order relationships among signals.
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Figure 2.7 shows the SVM grasp stability prediction as a function of time. The success of the prediction at each time point was quantiﬁed in terms of the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). The prediction
success plateaued at 0.80 at the time of lift. Classiﬁers that were trained using few
data points (e.g. 50 trials) reached only 0.75. Training with signiﬁcantly more data
(e.g. 800 trials) did not perform better than training with 200 trials. The nonlinear
RBF kernel did improve the prediction performance to 0.90, but also plateaued regardless of increased training samples.

2.3.1

Using variability and location to predict stability

The above results establish that tactile signals are variable in general, and highly variable at marginal locations. These are the locations where the hand is several cm away
from centered over the object and the grasp outcome transitions from 100% success
to 100% failure (Fig. 2.4). In the following section we discuss the reasons for this behavior, but the data shows that grasp is unlikely to be stable and tactile signals are
highly variable away from the center.
This suggests that an alternative strategy for predicting grasp stability from tactile signals. Rather than attempting to predict stability for grasps anywhere in the
workspace, we can detect when the tactile signals are strong and consistent. Fig. 2.3A
shows that for strong grasps, the distal sensors on all three ﬁngers produce large,
clear signals. For successful grasps that do not make consistent contact with the ﬁn-
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gers (Fig. 2.3B), ﬁnger conﬁguration in those grasps are usually not ideal (Fig. 2.3D).
Therefore, if we only trust tactile sensors when the signals are loud and clear, we automatically eliminate the contorted grasps.
This is a conservative strategy in the sense that it cannot detect every stable grasp.
Fig. 2.4 shows that successful grasps occur up to 5 cm from the centered location.
However, this conservative strategy minimizes the likelihood of a false positive (incorrectly predicting a grasp is stable), which can lead to dropping the object. The concomitant increase in false negatives (incorrectly predicting a grasp is unstable) leads
to unnecessary regrasping, but this is presumably preferable to false positives in most
applications.
We examined a variety of parameters derived from the sensor signals, and found
strong correlation between locations with 100% grasp success and the total pressure
measured at the distal link of each ﬁnger. Fig. 2.8 plots the spatial distribution of
∑
the smallest sum of tactile pressures on one ﬁnger, minj { 3i=1 pi,j }, where pi,j is the
pressure at the ith sensor on the jth ﬁnger. This parameter is strongly peaked near
the location where the grasp is symmetric and the tactile sensors received consistent
and strong signals.
We can create a very simple deterministic classiﬁer that labels a grasp as stable if
the minimum-pressure-sum is above a threshold, which is set so that the included regions in Fig. 2.8 fall within the region of 100% successful grasp trials in Fig. 2.4. For
demonstration purposes we selected a threshold of 1.0, corresponding to the top con-
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tour in Fig. 2.8. The resulting prediction success is plotted in Fig. 2.9, along with the
SVM results from above for comparison. This deterministic prediction provides a low
72% correct prediction rate, compared to approximately 90% for the SVM classiﬁer.
The more important false positive rate, however, is only 0.3%, while the rate for SVM
is about 5%. This suggests that even a simple strategy that takes into account the
quality of the tactile signals can drastically improve grasp stability prediction. There
are also other classiﬁcation methods such as logistic regression that output probabilities, from which one can set the desired prediction rate. Nevertheless, the deterministic method is strongly rooted in the physical phenomenon and therefore interpretable,
especially for informing corrective actions.

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

Machine Learning of Grasp Stability

Previous attempts to use ML-based techniques to assess grasp stability achieved only
limited success, typically around 90% or less 6,22,69,103 . These studies were based on
the assumption that tactile signals contain suﬃcient information to discriminate grasp
success from failure. The results presented here suggest that tactile signals can be so
variable that they cannot serve this function, at least not for all grasping situations in
unstructured environments. In particular, the results in Fig. 2.5 show that the tactile
signals produced in grasps with marginal stability are not well-correlated with grasp
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success. ML methods are thus unable to learn to discriminate stable from unstable
grasps for these cases, and their inclusion in training and testing data reduces overall
prediction rates below the very high level required for applications in unstructured
environments.
One solution to this problem is to limit prediction of stability to cases where the
tactile signals are unambiguous. In the limited context considered here, high-quality
tactile signals occur in the regions where grasp stability is excellent. This means that
a simple strategy of detecting good signal levels on all three ﬁngers can be used to
predict that the grasp will succeed, with excellent accuracy. While this deterministic
type of prediction method reduced the overall prediction accuracy when compared to
SVM classiﬁcation, the false positive rate dropped to 0.3% — much closer to application requirements.
This approach, however, applies more generally than the speciﬁc experimental situation examined here. In unstructured environment, grasps should be conservative,
with a large safety margin to allow for unmodeled and unsensed perturbations. Our
experiment shows that the traditional “grabbed or dropped” deﬁnition of grasp stability may not be a good evaluation metric. For example, the grasp shown in Fig. 2.3B,D
is stable, but the object is restrained by the side of one ﬁnger, rather than all three
ﬁnger tips as in Fig. 2.3A,C. This grasp has asymmetric contact locations and relies
on high friction to achieve force closure, which could lead to instability in subsequent
manipulation. Additionally, most robot hands are designed with tactile sensors lo-
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cated on the main grasping surfaces, so that signals are only trustworthy when contacts are on the main surface. Therefore a more sophisticated success metric should
discount grasps where contacts are made at where the sensors are not credible.
A key question for these results is their generality: to what extent do they depend
on the speciﬁc hardware and experimental protocol used here? The problem of obtaining good tactile signals while grasping in unstructured environments is certainly
not limited to this grasping system. Many robot hands have ﬂat links on the intended
grasping surface (e.g. the Barrett and Schunk Hands), with ﬂat, stiﬀ tactile array sensors. Aligning these ﬁnger surfaces with object surfaces to achieve good grasp and
strong tactile signals can be challenging. To some extent this can be mitigated by
other elements of the grasping system, e.g. better object localization by the vision system, better shape modeling by the perceptual system, etc. Recent studies have begun
to consider the problem of ﬁnger re-positioning based on tactile signals 22,69 . All of
these approaches can help to generate the high-quality tactile signals that are needed
to validate grasp quality.

2.4.2

Variation in Grasping and Tactile Signals

One of the main results of this study is the characterization of the variability of tactile sensor signals during grasping tasks. By using a single generic object, tightly controlling the relative position of the hand and object, and executing many repetitions
of the grasping process under similar conditions, we were able to isolate the funda-
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mental variability of the grasping process. The results show that even if the hand and
object pose were repeatable to within 1 mm, there are marginal locations where grasp
success or failure were equally likely. Furthermore, tactile signals showed great variability, and in the marginal locations there was no straightforward means to distinguish the signals of success trials from failure trials.
This suggests that the observed tactile signal variability is largely due to physical
factors in the grasping process itself. It appears that a major factor is the mechanical
coupling between the ﬁngers through the grasped object. The ﬁxed-ball experiment
(Fig. 2.5) shows that because ﬁngers act in parallel mechanically, interactions at one
ﬁnger perturb the contacts at the other ﬁngers, and mm-scale diﬀerences in object
position cause signiﬁcant changes in the resulting interaction forces and tactile signals. Seen from the viewpoint of forces applied to the object and the resulting behavior, these results are not speciﬁc to the hand hardware used here; other hand designs
that execute a similar grasp strategy would likely produce the same object behavior.
While the compliance of the ﬁngers in this experiment allowed ﬁngers to deﬂect during grasping which may have increased variability, stiﬀ ﬁngers would tend to perturb
the object position and potentially increase variability as well.
More sophisticated machine learning methods than SVM can no doubt be eﬀective
in dealing with the higher-dimensional parameter space of diverse object in diverse
settings; however, to train a system to handle all the variations that exist in unstructured environment would require experiments with a much wider variety of objects
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and grasping tasks. Because real-world robotic data takes considerable time and effort to obtain, exhaustive data will be challenging to obtain. These results also raise
questions about the role of simulation in grasping; can and should simulations capture
the intrinsic variability and the eﬀects of mm-scale displacements which were shown
to greatly aﬀect grasp success and tactile signals?

2.4.3

Implications for hands and tactile sensing systems

To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to systematically examine tactile
signals during realistic grasping tasks. This study provides strong motivation for interweaving sensor design, controller and manipulator design, and system integration.
The barometer-based tactile sensors used here have high-quality analog-to-digital conversion within the sensor chip, so the resulting digital signals are very clean by the
conventional measures that have been used in the literature to evaluate tactile sensors
(i.e. excellent signal-to-noise ratios, high linearity, low hysteresis, etc.). The ﬁxed-ball
experiment demonstrated good signal reproducibility when the complexity of the mechanical interaction is removed, conﬁrming the functionality of the sensors. Nonetheless, the results here showed large variability in tactile signals once the sensors were
integrated into a hand and used in realistic tasks, due to the high variability of handobject interactions in the real world. Hence benchtop tests are not suﬃcient for predicting tactile sensor performance in integrated grasping systems. Experimental testing of sensor systems in realistic manipulation tasks should be an essential part of the
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characterization process going forward.

2.5 Conclusions
This study demonstrated that under realistic scenarios, grasping is intrinsically variable. Fingers are coupled to the target object and thus to each other, and friction is
nonlinear and diﬃcult to predict. This means that small changes in contact conditions can lead to diﬀerent grasping outcomes. Concomitantly, the signals from tactile
sensors are also highly variable. A simple SVM implementation extracted important
grasping information from the tactile signals, but even in this carefully-constrained
task, the rate of successful grasp stability prediction only reached about 90% accuracy
at the point of lift. A more conservative strategy of predicting stability only when
tactile signals are strong on all ﬁngers achieved far lower false positive predictions,
but requires regrasping of a signiﬁcant fraction of nominally stable grasps. More sophisticated learning algorithms may resolve the complexities in environments with
few sources of variation, but given the wide variety of objects and tasks that a grasping system must face in the unstructured real-world, a fundamental understanding of
variability sources in the tasks and grasping system can inform the balance between
designing better sensor systems, investigating more complex learning algorithms, and
developing variation-resistant controllers.
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Figure 2.6: Sensor variability at the onset of grasping. A: Color legend for sensor plots B&C. B: Signals from onset of grasping when the ball is ﬁxed. C: Signals when the ball is tethered by the string and weight. The columns in B&C
represent the ﬁngers, and the rows represent the three distal tactile sensors,
with the tip sensors on the bottom.
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Figure 2.7: Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for grasp outcome prediction. A prediction is made at every 10 sample intervals. Solid lines are results from a linear SVM trained using diﬀerent
numbers of samples. Dotted magenta line is the plateau reached by SVM with
radial basis function kernel. T0 is the time of lift for all trials. The baseline is at
0.65 due to bias in sample groups.
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Figure 2.8: Deterministic prediction parameter. The sum of the sensors on the
distal link is calculated on all three ﬁngers, with the lowest of the three ﬁngers
plotted here. A threshold of 1.0 ensures that sensors values above this level correspond to 100% success trials locations in Fig. 2.4.
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There are known unknowns; that is to say we
know there are some things we do not know.
But there are also unknown unknowns — the
ones we don’t know we don’t know.
Donald Rumsfeld

3
Resolution of sensors

In the previous chapter, we observed that when sensor signals are inherently
highly variable, the most conservative approach is to only use it when you know the
signal is good. This was a conservative approach that produced a lot of false negatives—
where the grasp was predicted to fail when in reality it succeeded. The goal for eﬃ-
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ciently using tactile sensing is to lower the false negative rate without sacriﬁcing truepositives and true-negatives predictions.
Our approach is to understand where the sensors limits lie and know when to trust
them. In this Chapter, we presents a quantitative method for analyzing the eﬀect of
sensor resolution on grasp stability prediction. Resolution limits for contact sensors
are expressed as a range of contact locations and contact surface normals that cannot
be disambiguated by the sensor. Grasp quality is assessed at the limits of this range
to determine whether the uncertainties caused by sensor resolution lead to uncertainty
in grasp outcome prediction. The analysis also enables calculation of the speciﬁc contact locations on an object where the tactile sensors are trustworthy and where the
object is reliably graspable. Our approach lays out the foundation for quantitative
evaluation in design tradeoﬀs in sensor choices and sensor layout, as well as ﬁnger
shapes and materials.

3.1 Introduction
Tactile sensors are crucial for providing feedback at the contact during grasping and
manipulation tasks. The quality of these sensors has direct impact on the eﬀectiveness of the signals and ultimately the task performance. Inevitably all sensors have
limitations, such as limited range of coverage, sensitivity, and resolution. Understanding how these limitations eﬀect task performance is crucial for achieving desired performance.
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Take the task of predicting grasp stability as an example: Highly reliable grasping
is essential in many real-world robotics applications. A household robot that achieves
only 99.9% success in grasping will still drop many objects each week, making it unacceptable for most potential users. Assessing the stability of a grasp before the object
is lifted is key to avoiding the costly outcome of dropping the object. Making that assessment reliable enough to meet the demanding requirement for commercial products
will likely push the current sensor technology limits. However, little has been done to
investigate the eﬀect of tactile sensor’s limitations on the robot’s ability to evaluate
grasp stability.
In this chapter, we examine the eﬀect of contact sensor’s spatial resolution on grasp
stability prediction, and develop a method that produces a quantitative relationship
between the spatial resolution of the sensors and the reliability of the grasp stability
prediction.
In theory, there are many well-developed analytical methods for predicting grasp
stability 93,8 , most involves determining whether the forces exerted on the object by
the ﬁngers, the environment (particularly gravity), and the task are in equilibrium.
For simple lifting tasks using ﬁngertip precision grasps, stability can be calculated
from contact locations, object surface normals or forces, coeﬃcient of friction, the object’s mass, and center of mass.
The implementation of these theories usually calls for perfect sensing, which is
never the case in the real world. Real sensors have limitations such as ﬁnite spatial
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Figure 3.1: Robot hand using two-ﬁngered pinch grasp. With a moderate coefﬁcient of friction objects 1 and 2 can both be stably grasped. If, however, the
contact sensors in the robot ﬁngertip lack suﬃcient resolution, then the surface
normal direction for object 2 may be so uncertain that grasp stability cannot be
reliably predicted.
resolution, inherent sensor noise, and bounded sensitivity. These limitations can lead
to uncertainties in the parameters used for calculating grasp stability, which eventually can compromise the stability prediction. Understanding how sensor uncertainties
propagate through the prediction algorithm is key in knowing the reliability of the
predictions. It will also help identifying the necessary sensor improvements needed to
reach desired performance.
Using grasp theory as a guide, we will correlate the tactile sensors’ spatial resolution limitation to uncertainties in contact surface normal and location — parameters
that are key in calculating the force and moment equilibrium of a grasp — and draw
quantitative conclusions regarding the accuracy of stability prediction as a function of
tactile sensor resolution.
Our analysis provides, for the ﬁrst time, a quantitative relationship between a tactile sensor quality parameter (spatial resolution) and the performance in grasping and
manipulation tasks. The insights gained here can be used to improve both physics-
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Figure 3.2: Examples of integrated tactile sensor on robotic ﬁngers. (A) Tactile
array for the Schunk Hand sch , (B) Conductive ﬂuid-ﬁlled multimodal ﬁngertip
sensor bio (C) Baraometer-based tactile array on a Reﬂex Hand ﬁnger 110 .
based and data-based stability prediction, hand and sensor design, control, and planning. While we focused on spatial resolution, the same procedures can also be applied
to other sensor speciﬁcations, such as sensitivity and noise. It could even be extended
to other modes of sensors, such as kinematic sensors.
We begin by reviewing the models for tactile sensing and grasp stability. We will
lay out the relationship between sensor resolution and stability prediction accuracy in
section III, and discuss the implication of our analysis in Section IV.
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3.2 Models
We used classic grasp theory to guide our investigation into the relationship between
tactile sensor’s spatial resolution and grasp stability. In this section, we describe
the contact model and the physical theory that underlies our analysis, as well as the
model used to parameterize the sensors and their spatial resolution.

3.2.1

Grasp Contact and Success Model

Many models of grasping mechanics and metrics for grasp quality have been proposed 93,8 , and most could be employed for the purposes of the present analysis. We
will follow the widely-cited analysis by Ferrari and Canny 32 , which assumes that all
contacts are point-contact-with-friction. While this contact model may not be the
most accurate for many ﬁngers, it is the most conservative choice for the many tactile
sensors that cannot reliably diﬀerentiate a point-contact and a soft-contact.
Let the force exerted at the i th contact be Fi , then all the forces that do not cause
slip form a friction cone. The friction cone is deﬁned by a normal force fn in the local
surface normal direction ni and an orthogonal tangential force ft , where ft ⩽ µfn ,
with µ being the coeﬃcient of friction. The same friction cone can also be written as
a convex linear combination of a set of edge vectors fj ’s so that the friction cone is
approximated by a polygon (Fig.3.3). Using a total of m vectors to span the possible
force at contact i allows the force to be expressed as
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Figure 3.3: (A) The point-contact-with-friction model for grasp quality estimation. The force that can be exerted without slipping by each contact is contained within a friction cone. (B) Friction cone is deﬁned by the normal force
vector fn and coeﬃcient of friction µ , but can be approximated by a polygon
deﬁned by convex combinations of vectors fj .

Fi =

m
∑

ci,j fi,j

j=1

where weights ci,j ⩾ 0 and the total force is normalized to express the actuation limit,
so that

∑m

j=1 ci,j

⩽ 1.

The corresponding wrench is
ωi = (Fi , τi )T

where with ri is the moment arm for contact i,

τi =

m
∑

ci,j (ri × fi,j )

j=1

The reference point around which moments are calculated can be arbitrarily selected. One convenient choice is the center of mass (COM) of the object, so that grav-
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ity force do not produce additional torque in the system.
Solving for the wrench equilibrium of any grasp absent task forces is equivalent to
ﬁnding a non-trivial solution to

ω=

n
∑

ci ωi = 0

ci ⩾ 0

i=1

This is equivalent to determining if the origin is inside or on the surface of the convex hull, G:

G = ConvexHull(

n
⊕

{ωi,1 , ...ωi,m })

i=1

Grasp quality ϵ is deﬁned as the distance from origin to the closest hyperplane of
the convex hull. It can be thought of as the minimum amount of perturbation required to push the object out of the ﬁngers. The wrench equilibrium exists and the
grasp is stable if G contains the origin. If the solution is on the surface of the hull,
then it will have ϵ = 0, which will be deﬁned as unstable under this particular deﬁnition. See 32 for further details.
This model aims to determine whether a stable grasp is possible at the conﬁgurations and contacts 32 . It assumes necessary actuation forces can be generated as
needed and does not account for ﬁnger kinematics limitations. Diﬀerent contact and
stability models can be substituted, and task forces and kinematic constrains can all
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be added to suit speciﬁc systems and tasks.

3.2.2

Sensor Model

There are numerous tactile sensor designs using diﬀerent transducers and measuring
many features of contacts 82,36 . Of all the parameters needed to calculate grasp stability according to the model described in the previous section, we will focus on sensors
that provide contact location and local surface normals estimates. Sensors and algorithms for estimating parameters such as friction, mass, and COM are an important
open question but are usually distinct from contact sensors that report spatial and
geometric information. We will assume these parameters will be measured independently. The eﬀect of uncertainty of those parameters are discussed in section 5.6.
Regardless of design and algorithm details, most sensors have a spatial resolution
limit, where contacts within that limit cannot be distinguished from each other. Determining the exact resolution of the sensors depends on the sensing mechanism and
signal processing algorithm. For example, some sensor arrays’ arrangements overlap
the receptive ﬁeld of individual sensors, so that the overall spatial resolution is subtaxel 67 . Some ﬂuid-ﬁlled sensors have a relationship between the signal and contact
location that is a highly nonlinear function of how much ﬂuid has been displaced between the electrodes 115 . However, despite having completely diﬀerent sensing mechanisms and signal processing algorithms, as long as there exist a region on the receptive surface where small variation in contacts cannot be disambiguated, then the fol-
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lowing analysis is applicable.
We will deﬁne the sensor spatial resolution as α, which represents the angle diﬀerence between the two extreme possible surface normal vectors within an unit resolution segment (Fig. 3.4). Contact anywhere on the arc covered by α will trigger the
same sensor response. Consequently, when the sensors report a contact on a certain
segment, the average surface normal and location of that segment will be used for subsequent calculations, even though the true surface normal vector may be rotated up
to ±α/2 from the reported normal. The limited spatial resolution eﬀectively quantizes the signals and attaches an uncertainty range for any signal received.
As long as the contact sensor’s spatial resolution is known, the same deﬁnition
above can be applied to ﬁngers regardless of material, shape, and sensor layout. For
example, many existing robotic ﬁngers have rubber-like ﬁngerpads, which conforms
to the contact surface as a function of the magnitude and direction of force exerted
and the property of the material. While soft contacts can resist higher friction force
and moment, it does not improve the knowledge in contact location and contact normal, which are still key in calculating the force equilibrium and checking for slippage.
Additionally, α depends heavily on the curvature of the contact surface. Sensors of
the same receptive ﬁeld size but facing a ﬂatter contact surface will have a smaller α,
and the corresponding ﬁnger will be considered to have a ﬁner resolution. Regardless,
most sensors will likely have a quantiﬁable spatial resolution limitation that translates
to uncertainties in perceived surface normal vector and contact location. In the follow-
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ing section we will show how uncertainties in these parameters can produce uncertainties in orientation and apex angles of friction cones, which propagate into uncertainty
in grasp stability calculation.
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3.3 Analysis
3.3.1

Stability Prediction Uncertainty Analysis

In the sensor model described in section 3.2.2, the boundary between slip and stable forces is represented by a friction cone. The coeﬃcient of friction, µ, dictates the
apex angle of the friction cone, 2β, where β = tan−1 µ; the surface normal vector determines the orientation of the friction cone. A sensor that has resolution angle of α
can result in a perceived normal rotated anywhere between +α/2 and −α/2 from the
true normal direction (Fig. 3.4). The uncertainty in contact location due to spatial
resolution is considered negligible here. Contact location eﬀects only the calculation
of moment balance, and for grasps where the objects are signiﬁcantly larger than the
receptive area of a tactile sensor, the minuscule shift in contact location would have
negligible eﬀect on the moment. As a result, the surface normal direction is the main
source of the stability prediction uncertainty.
A grasp stability prediction is reliable if for a given perceived surface normal vector,
none of its corresponding potential true normal vectors can produce a prediction that
is diﬀerent from the perceived one. Hence, to check the reliability of a prediction is to
check the stability measure calculated by all the potential true normal vectors.
Recall the underlying formulation of convex hull can be thought as looking among
all the combination of force vectors — one from each contact and inside the friction
cones — and see if there exist a combination that can achieve wrench equilibrium.
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Figure 3.4: Each sensor’s active area extends over resolution angle α. The actual contact surface normal can diﬀer from the estimated normal vector by as
much as α/2, and the contact location can vary up to half of the length of the
receptive ﬁeld
Therefore, the process of using friction cones to calculate ϵ means all the combinations of force vectors within the friction cones are automatically tested for equilibrium.
Consequently, to ensure all possible combinations of force vectors at each contact are
tested, we simply have to calculate the grasp stability measure using a few friction
cones that collectively span all potential force vectors at the given contact. In most
cases, the friction cones deﬁned by the extreme surface normal vectors are enough to
cover the full range(Fig. 3.5).
Alternatively, when using a perceived surface normal that is skewed from the actual normal, the stability calculation may be relying on force vectors that will cause
slip in reality. Therefore, to be safe, instead of using all the force vectors inside the
friction cone deﬁned by the perceived normal, only the force vectors that are simultaneously inside all potential friction cones will be used. For a contact with apex angle
of α ⩽ 2β, all the non-slipping force vectors form a new cone with apex angle of 2ϕ,
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Figure 3.5: (A) Perceived, actual, and eﬀective friction cones in 3D. (B) The
cross-section of (A), where uncertainty in contact normal results in a range of
potential friction cones, bounded by the green and blue cones. (C) the overlap
between the green and blue cones is the cone containing the force vectors that
can be reliable exerted at the given point; the angle that spans this “eﬀective
friction cone” can be calculated by ϕ = β − α/2.
where ϕ = β − α/2 (Fig. 3.5). This is equivalent to assuming a more conservative coefﬁcient of friction, which inevitably produces more conservative stability estimates and
smaller stable graspable regions on objects. We will refer to the coeﬃcient of friction
that corresponds to the new conservative friction cone deﬁned by ϕ as the “eﬀective
coeﬃcient of friction”, or µef f (Fig. 3.5. If α > 2β, then it would be impossible to
guarantee that only non-slip forces are used in force equilibrium calculations using
tactile sensors alone.
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3.3.2

Example Objects

To demonstrate how uncertainty in spatial resolution propagates into grasp stability
calculations, we apply our method to a few objects of known geometry, so that we can
compare the stability measure calculated from the perceived normals to the true one,
and see how tactile sensor uncertainty is manifest on actual objects.
We will also make a few simplifying assumptions for ease of illustration, though all
of the assumptions can be modiﬁed as needed to match speciﬁc systems. The magnitude of total force here is assumed to be 1, the coeﬃcient of friction is also 1 unless
otherwise noted, and the COM coincides with the geometric centroid of the object.
We also assumed no external task forces, so that force equilibrium in this case can
be thought as whether the object will slide against the ﬁngers when squeezed. Task
forces and gravity can be added in a straightforward fashion using the original model
described by 32 . Also recall that the contact model used here is the rigid point-with
friction contact model, so that surface normal on the ﬁnger at contact is equal and
opposite to the surface normal of the object.
Many objects have spherical or rectangular proﬁles, two-ﬁngered planar grasps of
these objects can be simpliﬁed to be represented in 2D as grasping of a circle or a
square for ease of illustration. At each conﬁguration, we calculate the stability predictions using the full range of possible normals — which can be shifted by ±α/2 from
the perceived normal— and then compare them against the true stability. The overall
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Figure 3.6: There are four combinations of the extreme friction cones for a 2ﬁnger grasp.
reliability of grasp prediction for a given object can then be evaluated after the reliability of prediction at each conﬁguration has been examined.
Two contact locations and the center of the sphere determines a great circle. To examine all possible contact conﬁgurations on a circle, we ﬁxed one ﬁnger at one point
on the circle and scanned the second ﬁnger along the perimeter (Figure 3.7A). The
angle between the two ﬁngers is parameterized by θ = [0, 2π). The potential ϵ at each
point of circle are plotted in Figure 3.7B for two sensor resolutions: α = π/6(≈ 30◦ )
and α = π/12(≈ 15◦ ). In both plots, the black lines represent the true ϵ values at
each point on the perimeter. In two ﬁnger grasps where both ﬁngers have the same
sensor resolutions, there are four combinations of the extreme friction cones (See Figure 3.6), and all four should be calculated. If all the four ϵ values have the same sign,
then the grasp prediction at this speciﬁc conﬁguration is reliable. These four combina-
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Figure 3.7: (A)The ϵ values for all contact locations calculated by ﬁxing one ﬁnger at the bottom of the circle, and scanning the second ﬁnger along the perimeter. (B) the variability of ϵ increases with lower sensor spatial resolution. The
regions of deﬁnite stable(S), deﬁnite unstable(U), and ambiguous(M) contact locations are labeled along the bottom. Values where ϵ < 0 are unstable and are
plotted as ϵ = 0.
tions of extreme cones are all plotted. However, for a circle, two of the combinations
result in the same ϵ values as the other two, and they are shown in the plot as blue
and green lines. ϵ calculated using µef f is also plotted in red.
For a given conﬁguration where the ﬁnger 2 contact is at θ, the corresponding ϵ
may vary depending on the perceived contact normal vector used for calculation. If
the signs of all the possible ϵ values are all positive, then the grasps corresponding
to these θ’s are deﬁnitely stable despite resolution-induced uncertainties(S). When
they are all zeros, then the corresponding grasps are unmistakably unstable(U). But
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Figure 3.8: (A)The placement of the second ﬁnger that produces stable, unstable, and ambiguous regions on the circle, (B)As the resolution increases, the size
of regraspable region (deﬁnitely unstable+ambiguous) decreases.
if they disagree and have diﬀerent signs(M), then the predictions corresponding to
these θ’s can go either way, and the outcomes is indistinguishable by tactile sensors.
Grasp conﬁgurations that land in region S are deﬁnite successes, and those that land
in either region U or M require regrasping.
For objects with a circular cross-section, the plots indicate that when the ﬁngers
are close together, the grasps will always fail, and when the ﬁngers are on the opposite sides of the object, the grasps will succeed. The ambiguous regions are sandwiched between the deﬁnitely stable and deﬁnitely unstable region, and the sizes of
those areas decrease as the tactile resolution increases (Fig. 3.8). Hence, higher tactile
resolution allows more area on the object to be reliably graspable.
Figure 3.7 also shows that using the µef f outputs the same sign as the minimum
grasp quality values throughout the grasping surface. While the exact values are not
the same, the limits of θ that separates the reliably stable region from the rest is con-
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Figure 3.9: (A)The ϵ values for all contact locations calculated by ﬁxing one
ﬁnger at the bottom of the square, and scanning the second ﬁnger along the
perimeter. (B) ϵ calculated by using the four combinations of extreme friction
cones shown in ﬁg. 3.6. The regions of deﬁnite stable(S), deﬁnite unstable(U),
and ambiguous(M) contact locations are labeled along the bottom. Values
where ϵ < 0 are unstable and are plotted as ϵ = 0.

Figure 3.10: (A)The grasp is only deﬁnitely stable when the ﬁngers are on opposite sides of the square, (B)As the resolution increases, the size of deﬁnite stable
region remains stable, and the size of ambiguous regions reduces.
sistent. Therefore the µef f can be used as a shortcut to calculate stability outcome,
as long as the extreme friction cones have overlapping regions.
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The analysis for an object with a square cross-section is similar, with the added
complexity of corners, where there is a range of true surface normals of 90◦ , which
implies the perceived surface normal can have a range of 90◦ + α. As a result, when
calculating the grasp qualities at a corner, the two extreme friction cones may not
overlap. Therefore in order to cover all the possible force vectors on the corner, a friction cone in addition to the two extreme ones are used to evaluate potential ϵ. The
additional cone has a normal that bisects the corner angle.
The results are plotted in Figure 3.9. Similar to a circle, grasps where the ﬁngers
are on the opposite sides of the square are always successful, and grasps with ﬁngers
on the same side will always fail. If the friction of coeﬃcient is high enough, it is possible to achieve success with ﬁngers pinching the square from two adjacent sides. The
ambiguous regions are similar to the circle, and the µef f also correctly marks the θ
limits. The variation of ϵ is the highest at the two opposing corners, for they could
produce ϵ values ranging anywhere from 0 to almost max(ϵ).
This analysis reveals that limitation in tactile spatial resolution can drastically
change the ratio of deﬁnite-stable, deﬁnite-unstable, and ambiguous regions. For objects with a circular cross-section, higher resolution linearly increases the sizes of graspable region and deﬁnite-failure region, as well as linearly reducing the size of ambiguous regions (Fig. 3.8). For planar grasps on objects with square cross-sections, the
guaranteed success region remains relatively constant regardless of resolution, but the
ambiguous region shrinks as the resolution increases (Fig.3.10). The decrease in am-
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Figure 3.11: Grasp Quality Variation for the Same Sensor Output. Left: contact is in the middle of the receptive ﬁeld, therefore objects with CM directly
between the ﬁngers have the highest grasp quality, and the workspace is symmetrical vertically. Right: the real contact normal are on the opposite edge of
the receptive ﬁeld on each sensor, resulting less stable grasps on average regardless of the CM locations.
biguous region is mostly the result of distinguishing when the pinch grasp is no longer
obtainable due to lack of moment balance for points closer to the upper corners.

3.3.3

Estimating Success for Unknown Objects

Object information cannot always be obtained in the real world. In this section, we
develop a method to estimate the likelihood of success when given only tactile and
joint information of the ﬁngers and little object information.
When solving for wrench equilibrium, aside from a conservative estimate for the
coeﬃcient of friction, the only other piece of necessary information that cannot be
obtained from tactile and joint sensors is the moment arms of each contact, or equivalently, the center of mass, CM , of the object. To estimate the likelihood of success
for any pair of tactile sensors, we assume the location of an unknown object’s center
of mass has equal probability to be anywhere within a reasonably sized workspace and
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Figure 3.12: Stability Likelihood. Green regions are locations of CM for which
the corresponding objects can be grasped with 100% success. Increase resolution and friction can both enlarge the area of success.
calculated the likelihood of success for everywhere in that workspace.
The start is a pair of sensors, s1 and s2 , reporting contact and the corresponding
joint positions. The joint positions will establish the distance between the two contact surfaces. The size of workspace around the sensors and the coeﬃcient of friction
can be conservatively estimated or constrained by information collected via other sensing modalities. The workspace is divided into a grid of M and N divisions on the x
and y axis respectively, and the receptive region of the sensor is discretized into P regions. For each point on the grid of the workspace, cm = (m, n), the grasp quality ϵ
associated with it depending on the true surface normal at the contacts, so that ϵ(m,n)
is a function of the surface normals associated with sensor region s1i , and s2j , where
i, j = 1, 2, ...P :
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)
(
2
1
ϵm,n
i,j = f nn (si ), nn (sj ), CM (m, n)
Two examples of ϵ for the entire grid is shown in ﬁgure 3.11, one from the assuming
the true contact points are in the middle of the both sensors’ receptive area, and one
with skewed surface normals. Symmetrical contacts have the highest ϵ and symmetrical heatmap. Skewed contact results in less stable grasps overall and skewed heatmap
as well.
The likelihood of success for any point on the grid is then a percentage of successes
out all possible combinations of contact locations on the two sensors. Let S(m,n) be
the likelihood of success, then
P
P ∑
∑

S(m,n) =

j=1 i=1

)
(
>
ϵ
bool ϵm,n
thresh
i,j
P2

where ϵthresh is a minimum ϵ to allow some resistance to small disturbances.
The result, as shown in ﬁgure 3.12, will have regions in the workspace where guarantees success if the object’s center of mass is within that region. Therefore, depending on the size of estimated workspace, the overall success of a tactile-only grasp can
be calculated as

M
N ∑
∑

S=

S(m,n)

n=1 m=1

MN
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Figure 3.12 also shows that high friction allows for more object CM variation. High
sensor spatial resolution reduces the variation of ϵ in the workspace, due to the less
variation in contact surface normal (Fig. 3.12).
Our method allows quantitative evaluation of the likelihood of success even with
no speciﬁc object information. This can be used when performing grasps without a
camera, such as reaching for items inside a grocery bag. Any information that can
be acquired aprior, such as potential object size range or object center of mass variability, will allow for more accurate estimate. It also establishes the criteria for the
requirement of other parts of the grasping process, such as the quality of camera and
modeling.
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3.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we determined the eﬀect of tactile sensors’ spatial resolution on grasp
stability prediction accuracy. Using classic grasp analysis as a guide, the uncertainties
introduced by limited spatial resolution on estimates of contact surface normal and
location are propagated into the grasp stability calculation, so that the reliability of
the stability prediction can be quantitatively correlated with tactile sensor resolution.
Task performance has been diﬃcult to relate to sensor design decisions. This is the
ﬁrst time to our knowledge that task performance is directly linked to sensor quality
quantitatively. Our approach built the framework that allows sensor design parameters to be set by desired performance, as well as more accurate task performance
evaluation by including sensor quality in the calculations. Understanding the relationship between sensor metrics and task performance is key in optimizing the system for
expected tasks.

3.4.1

Implication for Sensor and System Design

Our approach oﬀers quantitative solutions to sensor design decisions for grasping
tasks. For example, we can show that assuming a moderately conservative coeﬃcient of friction µ = 0.5 means each sensor must have a coverage angle, α, of at most
2tan−1 µ, or approximately 53◦ . In a hemispherical ﬁngertip with a diameter of 2cm,
53◦ covers an arc of 9mm, or approximately a 9mm-diameter circular patch in 2D.
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Then to cover the whole hemisphere would require at least 10 such sensors. Figures
3.8 and 3.10 show that a coverage of 53◦ or 0.9rad still leaves signiﬁcant ambiguous
regions on an object with circular or square cross-sections. An even more conservative
estimate for coeﬃcient of friction of µ = 0.2 would decrease the α to 22.6◦ , or the
patch to 4mm in diameter. It would increases the minimum number of sensors needed
to 50, but reduce the size of the ambiguous region by approximately half.

3.4.2

Beyond Ferrari and Canny and Spheres

The method proposed here is applicable to a wide range of grasping systems because
it is agnostic to the sensor and ﬁnger mechanics and the choice of grasp theory employed. The key concept is that physics-based grasp prediction focuses sensor evaluation into a well-formulated physics problem, and the parameters essential for solving
the equations are the information we need from the sensors. The range of possible
sensor values due to resolution limits are propagated through the physical model to
determine their eﬀects on stability prediction.
Ferrari and Canny deﬁned a stable grasp by two conditions: (1) the ability to achieve
force and moment balance, or force-closure, at the given grasp conﬁguration, and (2)
all resultant forces are inside their corresponding friction cones, so that there is no
slipping at the contacts. To establish the friction cones at each contact, we need coefﬁcient of friction and contact surface normal; to calculate force and moment balance,
we need contact locations plus the friction cones’ sizes and orientations. These param-
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eters are what the sensors should provide.
The Ferrari and Canny’s stability conditions translate to a minimal set of “essential parameters” — parameters that are necessary to solve for the stability condition.
Other grasp stability deﬁnitions may have a diﬀerent set. Some stability deﬁnitions
use the curvature of the local surface 46 , in which case the ﬁnger and object curvature
becomes essential. For models assuming soft contact, the material deformation property is key because the area, pressure distribution, and friction of a contact are all
functions of the material properties 18 . Some of these additional essential parameters
can be obtained a priori, such as ﬁnger geometry and material properties. But parameters such as local object curvature must be delegated to sensors to collect in real
time, and are therefore subjected to sensor limitations.
Furthermore, information obtained by sensors of other modalities, such as kinematic and dynamics sensors, can also be mapped onto the same essential parameters.
For example, joint angles are needed to calculate the ﬁngertip position in space, which
when combined with ﬁnger geometry and tactile sensors, can determine the surface
contact normals and locations in robot coordinates. If the encoder count is low, then
the uncertainty in ﬁngertip position can result in signiﬁcant enough uncertainty in
contact normal to aﬀect the task performance. The bounding values of the encoder
uncertainty can be propagated through the stability calculation — same as above
with the tactile sensor data — to determine the resulting limitation on grasp stability
prediction. Hence, the precision of joint angle encoders can also be determined based
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Figure 3.13: Implication for Machine Learning. Spatial resolution limits lead
to a ﬁxed fraction of the training data being ambiguous, which sets the ceiling
for maximum accuracy if those signals are used to make a grasp prediction algorithm. Example here is for spherical objects.
on desired performance in the same way.
The above analysis on the eﬀect of tactile sensor spatial resolution is decoupled
from the issue of obtaining other essential parameters such as friction, mass, and
COM. In many cases, heuristically estimating them from geometric information and
past experience has been shown to work well enough. Nevertheless, sensors for measuring friction, mass, and COM, as well as dynamic events such as slip will be important for reliable task performance and real-time control in unstructured environments.
For further discussions of friction, slip, and inertia detection, see 78,42 .
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3.4.3

Implication for Machine Learning

Real world grasping has complex interaction dynamics and signiﬁcant noise and uncertainties. Recently, a number of researchers have avoided the model-based grasp
analysis and embraced a data-driven, machine learning approach 21 , 6 , 74 . However, despite experimenting with diﬀerent algorithms, machine learned results so far are not
convincingly generalizable, and the most of them obtaining stability prediction accuracies of approximately 80% to 90% when tested on unknown objects 60 .
The reasons behind the plateau may be twofold: 1) high dimensionality of grasping
and high cost of obtaining real data, leading to a training dataset that is too sparse;
and 2) sensors are not capturing enough information. Our analysis gave some evidence for (2). More speciﬁcally, grasps conﬁguration in the ambiguous region may
have the same sensor signal representing both failed and successful grasps. Data collected from ambiguous grasps would have seemingly randomly labeled data. The algorithm trained on ambiguous data will produce the same random labels for future
grasps in the same region. Hence the best the resulting algorithm can do is predicting
all the deﬁnitely-stable and deﬁnitely-unstable regions perfectly, and guess half of the
ambiguous region grasps correctly by chance.
While better diﬀerentiation between unstable and ambiguous region does not necessarily change the control strategies, for they both require regrasping, it will aﬀect
sample labeling in data-driven strategies. Larger ambiguous regions means more ran-
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domly labeled samples in the dataset, which will ﬁx a ceiling of stability prediction
accuracy that is correlated with the size of the ambiguous regions (Fig. 3.13).
Our analysis suggests that tactile sensor spatial resolution limits, and potentially
other inherent sensor limitations, can be one of the culprits in the plateauing of success reached by data-driven stability prediction algorithms. If the needed information
is embedded in the sensors but in complex patterns, then machine learning can be
potentially helpful in extracting them, but even the most sophisticated algorithms
cannot compensate for gaps in signals. Therefore it is imperative to understand the
information content of the sensors in order to setup reasonable expectations from the
learning approaches.
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3.5 Conclusion
Understanding the relationship between sensor quality and task performance is essential for designing better grasping systems that achieve desired performances. This
chapter presented a method to quantitatively relate the spatial resolution of tactile
sensors to the system’s ability to guarantee grasp stability. Anchored by grasp theory,
our analysis laid out how tactile sensor spatial resolution introduces uncertainties in
surface normal and contact location, and how it ultimately inﬂuences grasp stability
calculation. The approach here can be extrapolated to a wide range of tasks that have
relatively reliable physical models by (1) identifying the essential parameters to perform the task; (2) mapping the sensor signals onto the essential parameters; and then
(3) quantifying sensor uncertainty and propagating errors to the task, and thereby
determine the potential performance.
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4
A Hybrid Approach

The physics principles that took us to the moon and back have some indisputable advantages over model-free data-driven algorithms. Physicsbased models are universal, so the same models are in theory applicable to all objects
and all robotic systems; they only need enough data to calibrate the few parameters
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used to deﬁne the model, therefore very data eﬃcient, as long as the calibration data
is clean; and the numbers have physical meanings, so that a controller can directly
translate the output of a model to action commands. However, they do often rely on
gross generalizations of real world phenomenons, therefore there is always a gap between what the models can capture and the real behaviors.
Data-driven machine learning methods, on the other hand, can handle great complexity in patterns, but they do not care for the underlying physics. Their lack of
transparency and interpretablility make the resulting algorithms untrustworthy when
used on unseen or unknown objects, by active controllers, by diﬀerent robotic systems, and in new environments. These disadvantages are further exaggerated when
quality data is hard to obtain, and tactile sensing data falls squarely in that category.
Tactile data has the curse of being both high dimensional and costly to collect. The
usual data augmentation tricks that work in computer vision 107 are generally invalid
for tactile sensors. Rearranging, distorting, scaling, or randomizing tactile and proprioceptive sensor signals all imply changes in the underlying physics, which means
the augmented data may need to have diﬀerent labels than the template one. Additionally, given the known discrepancy between analytical contact models and real
contacts, simulator results, which are completely based on analytical models, are also
questionable. Therefore each trial used for training algorithms using tactile sensors
has to be physically collected, and all the variation a grasp might encounter, such as
object size, shape, texture, weight variations, must be explicitly included in the data
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collection.
This lack of quality data when compared to the complexity is frequently seen in
many other ﬁelds of research. So even as our world gets inundated by data and mesmerized by model-free machine learning algorithms, some studies are instead focusing
on using data to improve the underlying physics models, perform system identiﬁcation, and ﬁnd the underlying physics models 92,96 . Grasp stability prediction is an excellent candidate for some data-driven model supplementation and discovery.
Nevertheless, we do still suspect that parameterized models are insuﬃcient to fully
describe the tactile sensor signals. As we observed in previous chapters, tactile sensor signals are sensitive to sensor layout, ﬁnger geometry, object material, interface
frictional property changes, etc. Therefore there could still exist highly nonlinear
components or even discontinuity in the sensor signal patterns. Nonparametric learning methods are designed for such occasions, and residual learning 40 speciﬁcally has
shown to be more eﬃcient and eﬀective when concentrated the learning on only the
residuals.
In this chapter, we proposed a hybrid method that combines data-supported, physicsinspired model with a residual learning methods. The resulting algorithm exhibits
both the data-eﬃciency and generalizability of model-based methods, as well as the
ﬂexibility of data-driven methods. The underlying physics-inspired model allows the
algorithm to make reasonable predictions even when training sample is sparse, scarce,
and limited in range. Adding residual machine learning on top allows the algorithm
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to encapsulate complex patterns in the residual that are not captured by the models.
Our preliminary experiments showed that the hybrid approach is promising in closing
the gap between expectations and reality.
To start, we are going to breakup the long horizon of predicting grasp stability directly from raw sensors. We will start with estimating grasp parameters from raw
sensors, and let the grasp parameter to stability calculation be separate. This decouples the platform-dependent sensor-to-physics parameter component and platformindependent physics parameter-to-stability calculation. For extracting grasp parameters from raw sensors, depending on the sensor used, there are plenty of solid-mechanics
models 30,5 , vision or depth-based algorithms 71,81 , kinematics models to serve as the
physics-based model basis. For the second half of grasp stability prediction, there are
decades of grasp analysis 7 . Even though most of them remain unveriﬁed in the real
world, the equations are still great scaﬀolds to hang our data on.
We focused on the ﬁrst half and conducted experiments to test the hybrid method
on converting raw tactile sensor data to grasp parameters. In Chapter 3, we derived
that the key parameters that we aim to extract from tactile sensors are contact normal, contact forces, and contact location. So our experiments focused on inferring
contact forces/torques and locations from sensors internal to the ﬁngers. Contact normals are assumed obtainable from ﬁngertip CAD ﬁle once contact location is found.
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4.1 Experimental Methods
The ﬁnger used for the experiment comes from a Righthand Robotics Reﬂex II Hand
(Fig: 2.1. The ﬁnger has an elastomer ﬂexure joint between the proximal and distal
links. The proximal link is ﬁxed for the purpose of the experiments, but the ﬂexure
joint is free to rotate about any axis.
A row of tactile sensors is embedded in each link of each ﬁnger, with ﬁve sensors
in the proximal link, nine in the distal link, including three on the ﬁngerpad, two on
the tip, and two on each side of the ﬁngertip. These sensors are the same barometerbased sensors used for Chapter 2. Each ﬁngertip also contains an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for detecting the ﬂexure’s rotation.
For the ﬁrst experiment, we placed known weights on a stylus with a point contact along the centerline of the ﬁnger. This would result in pure bending in a single
axis. The three tactile sensors inside the ﬁngerpad are recorded (See Figure 4.1). A
high-resolution 6 DOF optical tracker system (Atracsys FusionTrack 500, 0.090 mm
accuracy) was used to track the ﬂexure angle. The experiment has four sensory input
(three tactile sensors and one ﬂexure angle from visual tracking), from which the goal
was to predict two-dimensional grasp parameter output (normal force and contact location). We varied the contact location from 0 – 24mm in increments of 1mm, and
the weight of the stylus from 20 – 120g in increments of 20g, and acquired 10 sensor
readings from each location/force pair, resulting in 1,500 data points.
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Figure 4.1: Setup: experiment combining tactile model and 1D ﬂexure stiﬀness
model
For two independent side-by-side ﬁgures, you can use two minipages inside a ﬁgure
enviroment; for two subﬁgures, I would recommend the subcaption package with its
subﬁgure environment; here’s an example showing both approaches:
We then expanded the contact points to be anywhere on the ﬁngerpad, thereby inducing bending in all axes on the ﬂexure. A stylus with a 20mm diameter hemisphere

Figure 4.2: Diagram for physical parameters used in Eq.4.2
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is used to press with a range of force magnitudes and directions across the robot ﬁnger surface. A 6-axis force-torque sensor (ATI Mini-40, 0.02 N resolution at 5 kHz) is
attached to the stylus to record the ground truth force magnitude and directions at
the contact. For repeatability, the stylus is also sometimes attached to a robotic arm
(Universal Arm UR5,0.1mm repeatability). The optical tracking system is used to
track the position of the stylus as well as the ﬁngertip, from which the ground truth
contact location will be calculated by collision detection of the ﬁngertip mesh and stylus mesh, and surface normal is inferred as the vector normal to the ﬁngertip surface
at the calculated contact location (Fig. 4.3). Over 50000 time points were collected
for this experiment.

Figure 4.3: Setup: 3D ﬂexure stiﬀness model
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4.2 Data Analysis Methods
In the ﬁrst experiment where the ﬂexure bending only occurred in a single axis. Our
goal is to infer contact location and the weight used from the tactile sensors and the
ﬂexure deﬂection. We reply on a solid mechanics model 47,31 for the tactile sensors:

Ti = (

A×F
) )2 ,
(
i 2
1 + x−x
z

i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(4.1)

where Ti is the ith sensor measurement, F is the normal force, x is the contact location, xi is the ith sensor location, z is the depth of the rubber, and A is a scaling
constant that must be calibrated.
For the ﬂexure, we used a linear stiﬀness model:

B × θ = (x + ∆)F,

(4.2)

where θ is the sensed ﬂexure angle, ∆ is the distance from the beginning of the tactile rubber to the base of the ﬂexure, and B is another scaling constant that must be
calibrated.
In the original model, the xi ’s, z, and ∆ can be found from the CAD model for the
ﬁnger (Fig. 4.1). A and B were calibrated separately by minimizing the sum over all
training measurements of the squared error from equality in the above two equations
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with the measured values of θ, Ti , x, and F plugged in. The unknown values of x and
F by choosing the value for each measurement that minimized the sum of squared errors from equality in the above four equations (three for tactile, one for ﬂexure) with
the ﬁtted values of A and B plugged in.
For a more ﬂexible parameterization inspired by the above physical models. We
take the structure provided by the physics model, but use data to ﬁt the xi ’s, z, and
∆, simultaneously with A and B.
To capture the remaining unexplained variance, we ﬁt a random forest to the residuals of our physically-inspired parametric model, with the predictions of that model
used as additional input variables. We expect that after parametric models, the residuals are likely to be highly nonlinear and possibly discontinuous, therefore a decision
tree-based method is well suited for such data.
For the experiment that expanded into 3-axis deﬂection and allowed for contact
point anywhere on the ﬁngerpad, the underlying physics model is more complicated.
While we do still get one equation from each axis of the ﬂexure from the stiﬀness
equations, the equation for tactile is not so clear due to the complex geometry, given
the nine tactile sensors are located on four diﬀerent surfaces. So while in theory, we
have the same number of equations (three from ﬂexure and two from tactile sensors)
as unknown variables (three for force and two for contact location on the ﬁngerpad),
we do not have a very clean solid-mechanic based model to equate them. We therefore
only focused on using physics-inspired models, and correlated the deﬂection of the
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ﬂexure with the torque that it experiences with help of a linear 3D spring model. The
same approach to residual learning as the previous one was also implemented here,
where prediction of the parametric model and residuals were used as inputs to the
random forest algorithm.
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where S is the stiﬀness matrix, δ are the deﬂections on each axis in the ﬁnger frame,
and τ are the torques that induced the ﬂexure bending around each axis.
To test the generalizability, we divided the data set in half by the position of the
contact location along the link. We trained each type of algorithm using data collected in the proximal half of the link, and tested it using data collected from the
distal half.
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4.3 Results
Our experiment showed that physics-inspired, data-ﬁtted model did substantially better over the pure mechanics-based sensor model. By adding ﬂexibility while still maintaining the same overall structure, we were able to improve the ﬁt while maintaining
interpretability and generalizability. The residual machine learning approach though
only provided a small improvement over the pure machine learning approach for testing data that are in the same range as training data, it is signiﬁcantly better when applied to test data outside the ranges of training data. In the second row of Fig. 4.4 we
plotted the result of when all the models are ﬁtted only to the data with weights 20–
100g and then tested only on the 120g measurements. The pure machine learning approach is the worst of the four approaches, not only in terms of the normal force but
also the contact location, even though the contact locations in the test data look exactly like those in the training. This phenomenon is expected because a nonparametric method has no way of knowing how to extrapolate beyond the range of its training
inputs, so as soon as we move slightly away from the training data, even in just one
dimension, the performance breaks down considerably. The physically-inspired parametric model and the residual machine learning model still perform quite well on the
120g data, though there is some inevitable performance loss due to unaccounted-for
sensor nonlinearities at higher force.
The advantage of utilizing both physically-inspired model and residual learning
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Figure 4.4: First row: 10-fold cross-validation error ±1s.e. for the four types of
model on the two grasp parameters. Second row: same as ﬁrst row but with all
models ﬁtted to only data with weights 20 – 100g and tested on the data with
weight 120g
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Figure 4.5: Left side of each box: torque prediction error based on ﬂexure deﬂection when testing data is in the same range of training data. Right side of
each box: testing data outside of the training data. The hybrid method of combining model and data-driven approach outperforms both model only and pure
data-driven methods in most cases, even when using very few training sample
methods was also clear in our second experiment, where we used real data ﬁtted a 3x3
stiﬀness matrix to deﬁne the relationship between the ﬂexure joint and torque. Our
result showed that when tested on the ranges of data outside the training range, the
hybrid method of combining stiﬀness model and residual learning method outperform
both model-only or pure-nonparametric learning methods(Fig. 4.5). Pure nonparameteric methods do well with larger samples of training data when tested on the same
range of inputs, but performed badly for out-of-range test samples regardless of how
many training sample was used for testing.
The residual machine learning approach works well in all settings, as it takes advantage of the domain knowledge in the physically-inspired parametric model for gener-
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alizability and combines it with the ﬂexibility of nonparametric machine learning for
accuracy.
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4.4 Discussion
Reducing the gap between model predicted behavior and reality allows for less aggressive feedback control, which translates to lower requirements on sensors and communication speed. It can also improve the correctness of simulation results and enable
more eﬃcient sim-to-real transfer. There are many ways to further close the gap for
grasp prediction, by either using more complex analytical models or exploring additional parameters beyond those that were identiﬁed in the analytical models. For example, the stiﬀness matrix is a very rough estimate of the spring-like behavior of the
ﬂexure joint, evident by the out-of-range test error even when using the data-ﬁtted
models. The next round of analysis can choose a more complex solid-mechanics model
for ﬂexure 83 , one that involves more nuanced properties of the material and dimensions.
Additionally, stability analysis has been the elephant in the ﬁeld, in the sense that
many studies used models or simulations that are incomplete and unreliable. Decoupling the sensor calibration and stability prediction means future improvements made
on stability prediction will be applicable regardless of platforms. Closing the reality
gap on grasp stability and contact friction behaviors will be important in validating
the many areas of research where grasp stability is only the intermediary step and
physical interactions are frequent occurrence.
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If you do not expect the unexpected, you will
not recognize it when it arrives.
Heraclitus

5
Framework for Intergrated Grasping
Systems

Grasping, a seemingly straightforward action for humans, consists many
complex steps for robots. To grasp an object reliably, a robot must identify the
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object from its surroundings, determine optimal ﬁnger placement considering constraints from the environment, the task, and the hardware, then maneuver the gripper
and arm to avoid obstacles to reach the object, and exert balanced grasp forces that
will neither crush or drop the object, as well as resist minor disturbances to the grasp.
These steps are easy to accomplish in a structured environment like a traditional
factory assembly line, where the object’s shape and location are known. In this setting the grippers can be customized for the target part, the ﬁnger placements predetermined, and the robot path pre-programmed. The lack of any variation in the
task allows the system to minimize or eliminate sensing, feedback, and real-time planning.
In contrast, unstructured environments such as households, workplaces, or rescue
sites have signiﬁcant variability in every step of the grasping process. The large variety of objects in a home are unlikely to be covered by a library of object models; bad
lighting, limited camera resolution, and visual occlusion can introduce perceptual and
modeling inaccuracies; lightweight and human-safe arms and hands — hardware that
is much more likely to be adopted for household use than heavy industrial arms —
may introduce calibration and control errors. A robot working in such unstructured
environments must tolerate variations resulting from both the wide range of object
properties and “noise” introduced by the grasping system‘s limitations.
Intuitively, improving any segment of the process should improve the robot’s performance. However, estimating the beneﬁt of updating components can be complex,
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because the advantage gained by improving one component can be oﬀset by its demands on other components. For example, a grasp planner that can calculate stable
grasp points for a wide variety of objects may require highly accurate object models,
which may exceed the precision of the vision system. Hence one component’s advantages seen in isolation can disappear when integrated into a full system. We need a
framework that can evaluate individual component’s capabilities in the setting of an
integrated system, as well as a way to analyze systems so that they can be compared
to each other despite drastically diﬀerent structures.
In this chapter, we describe a variation-based framework for analyzing system and
subsystem organization and performance. We propose that the unstructured grasping
problem should be framed as a problem in variation compensation, and that all grasping systems and subsystems should be evaluated by their ability to compensate for
variation. By examining the performance of the components and the system with the
same metric, our framework enables comparison across systems that are composed of
disparate components. It can also highlight the deﬁcit of existing methods and focus
our future research eﬀorts.
The structure of this framework is described in section 5.1, followed by a review
of leading approaches in the robotics research literature for each subsystem. The approaches are selected to facilitate a comparative discussion, and are not an exhaustive
survey of the extensive prior work in grasping. From this analysis, we conclude with
an appraisal of the current capabilities and outstanding challenges in grasping system
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research.

5.1 Background
Variation as used here can be roughly divided into two categories: errors and uncertainties, and object variability (Fig. 5.1). Errors and uncertainties refer to performance limits such as sensor noise and controller errors, and contextual limitations
such as visual occlusion. Object variation can be expressed in terms of the range of
properties that are encountered during task execution, including object geometry,
mass, and friction. Systems can be designed for particular ranges of object variability,
from zero in a factory setting to essentially unlimited in unstructured environments.

Figure 5.1: Variation can come from (a) errors and uncertainties from perceptual limitations, registration, and calibration, and (b) the deviation from template objects that the grasp algorithm is built upon.
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In our framework, we organize them using a network that consists of four subsystems: modeling and perception, planning, low-level control, and task interface
(Fig. 5.2).
The Perception and Modeling Subsystem gathers and interprets data from the
messy real world to create models of the object and environment. These models can
range from simple parameter estimates (e.g. object centroid location) to detailed representations of object geometry and mass distribution. This subsystem can remove
variation by providing relevant and accurate information regarding the environment
and the object, but can also introduce variation through perceptual and registration
inaccuracies.
The Planning-Reasoning Subsystem devises motion paths and grasp strategies based
on the model created by the perception-modeling subsystem, prior knowledge given by
the task interface, and the capability of the low-level controls. A planner that allows
the robot to adapt to a large range of variation in objects and environment enables
greater autonomy.

Figure 5.2: System Framework
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The Low-Level Control Subsystem accommodates variation at the physical interface.
This can be accomplished through adaptive mechanical design of the hand and arm,
or active control loops to implement force, position, or impedance control. The hardware and control loops used in this subsystem often dictate the characteristics of the
planner and perception subsystems.
The Task Interface Subsystem is where human intervention is used to compensate
for variation that the robot cannot handle autonomously. This can be very speciﬁc,
such as manually specifying each joint path (as in factory automation), or very general, as in deﬁning only the ultimate task goal but not the strategy, paths, or grasp
conﬁgurations. A higher-level interface can be more easily operated by untrained
users, as might be required for household applications, but places greater burdens on
the other subsystems.
The subsystem structure categorizes the robot’s components by their capabilities,
and enables evaluation by their role in introducing or compensating for variation in
the overall system, not by their technical speciﬁcations alone. Furthermore, a fully
integrated system can also be evaluated by how much variation it can tolerate autonomously. Hence this framework can be used to evaluate both within and across
systems.
Most grasping robots, simple or complex, can be mapped onto this framework. For
example, a factory robot performing a simple pick-and-place task from a parts feeder
to an assembly line has no signiﬁcant external environmental variation because there
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is only a single, completely-speciﬁed object type whose pose and location are precisely
known a priori (Fig. 5.3). There are also negligible calibration errors because the actuators are stiﬀ and the end-eﬀectors are customized to the object. The task has no
signiﬁcant variation so the system does not need to compensate for any. But if any
variation is introduced into this system, such as changes to object geometry when a
new model is manufactured, then a human operator has to reprogram the robot.
A less structured environment, such as a household, has a great deal of variation in
the task and requires more sophisticated subsystems to achieve autonomy. For example, Saxena’s kitchen robot system 101 is equipped with cameras and sensors to locate
and model objects; an online path planner enables the robot to calculate new paths
when encountering obstacles and new object positions; and two types of grasp plan-

Figure 5.3: System Breakdown: side-by-side comparison of the roles each subsystem plays for a factory robot and a household kitchen robot
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ners, one model-based and one model-free, are used to prepare the robot for grasping
objects both known and unknown. The subsystem capabilities allow the robot to tolerate substantial object diversity.
The factory robot and the kitchen robot consist of diﬀerent hardware and software
that are designed for diﬀerent purposes. But once mapped onto the variation-based
framework, we are able to see the principle diﬀerences between the systems and estimate their performance in new tasks (Fig. 5.3). This framework helps to clarify the
performance of each component in the system, highlight the interconnected relationship between subsystems, and enable informative comparison across disparate systems.
Each subsystem in our framework encompasses multiple active research ﬁelds. We
chose representative prior research examples in each category to discuss the function
of related approaches in variation compensation. Not all prior research is neatly divided into these categories, so we avoided research that spans multiple categories for
clarity.
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5.2 Grasp Planning
The planning-and-reasoning subsystem takes the task constraints and goals, applies
them to the world and object models built by the modeling-perception subsystem,
and then computes actuation commands to send to the low-level controls subsystem.
Traditionally, planning can be divided into three types: A task planner decomposes a
complex task into a series of smaller units of actions (Fig. 5.4); a grasp planner then
determines the optimal ﬁnger placement and manipulation strategies for acquiring
the objects; and a path planner creates smooth, obstacle-free trajectories to maneuver
the hand and ﬁngers into the desired positions. In this chapter, we will focus on the
grasp planners and grasp speciﬁc task and motion planners. General task and motion
planning is used in many areas of robotics, and is thereby blessed with an abundance
of literature 62,106,63,34,35,108,102 . Grasp planners have a wide spectrum of approaches
and complexity, here we organize them into broad categories of model-based planners,
model-free planners, and dynamic grasp planners.

Model-Based Grasp Planning
In classical model-based analytic planners, a good grasp embodies a set of desirable
physical characteristics, and the planners search for ﬁnger conﬁgurations that can produce those physical characteristics. The minimum requirement is immobilizing the object and establishing quasi-static force and torque equilibrium on the object. To make
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such calculations tractable, the objects are often modeled as primitive shapes such as
spheres or polyhedrons, ﬁngertip and object interfaces are approximated as points or
uniformed pressure soft contacts. The range of forces that the ﬁngers can apply without slip at each contact are described as a friction cone (Fig: 5.5). The grasp planner
then looks for the combinations of ﬁngertip placements and forces that will satisfy
both the force-torque balance on the object, as well as staying inside the friction cone
for each contact 33,116 . Additional requirements, such as resistance to external perturbations, task and hand kinematic compatibility, and manipulability, can be added,
entailing of more complex computations (Fig: 5.1). More comprehensive explanations
of analytical grasp metrics and synthesis can be found in 105,7,98,94 .

Figure 5.4: Task decomposition: The task of unloading a dishwasher can be broken down into a sequence of subtasks. Path and grasp plans are then created for
speciﬁc actions in the subtasks.
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In principle, the Newtonian physics-based grasp metric deﬁnitions should be universal, thereby object, sensor, and gripper agnostic. However, a number of issues raise
questions about the utility of this approach.
First of all, the physics-based models usually make unrealistic assumptions and
simpliﬁcations: Objects are reduced to primitive shapes such as convex polytopes,
ﬁngers are modeled as rigid links, ﬁngertips are either point contact with friction
or uniformly deformed soft contacts, objects have simple frictional properties and
uniform weight distributions, etc.. These prerequisites for the models are crude approximations and therefore the accuracy of the grasp metrics calculated under these
stringent and unrealistic assumptions are questionable. The few experiments that
checked for the usefulness of some theoretical metrics showed that the they are fragile at best 4,114 .

Figure 5.5: Analytical Grasp Analysis: object and ﬁngers are modeled as rigid
links, and wrench and twist on the object are calculated 55
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Even if the physics models are suﬃcient, subsequent analysis shows that the models imply that small oﬀsets in contact surface normal can make the diﬀerence between
grasp stability and a failure 113 . Therefore, to realize the theoretical contact placements and forces in a real system, it also often requires ﬁngers that have fast and
precise movements in all directions, exact object 3D models, as well as sensors that
can detect the small variations in contact normal and surface curvature at the ﬁngerobject interface. Such demands on the sensing and low-level controls subsystems are

Table 5.1: Grasp metrics deﬁnition from 20 .
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prohibitively high for many systems given the current technology.
Hence, despite the appeal of using universally applicable physical principles that
can be generalized to any scenario, the unrealistic simpliﬁcations and high demand
on other subsystems make analytical methods diﬃcult to use in real systems. When
implemented, they are usually combined with heuristic method where some of the
computational burden and uncertainty are reduced. They are, however, instrumental
in simulation programs such as GraspIt! 80 and OpenGRASP 66 , which are still immensely useful in path and task planning related research.

Figure 5.6: Heuristic Grasp Analysis – grasp strategies formulated based on experience: (a) all objects that ﬁts in this parallel jaw gripper must have a grasp
site that ﬁts the red-dotted shape; the blue regions in (b) and green regions in
(c) are ”handles” the robot can grasp. By searching for the same template, a
wide variety of objects can be matched. 41
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Model-Free Grasp Planning
In model-free planners, grasp strategies are extracted from data and experience. Traditionally, the strategies were summarized by system designers and based on human
observation. For example, items that can be picked up by a parallel jaw gripper must
be within a certain size, the ﬁngers are best placed around the center of mass, along
the longest axis, and on parallel opposing surfaces. These rules are then entered as
search criteria for the perception subsystem, which can output regions on the object
that satisﬁes those criteria 41,88,87 (Fig. 5.6).
More recently, using increasingly powerful machine learning and data-driven methods, the strategies can also be distilled directly from data collected by the robots
themselves, either by executing a task numerous times or observing a human 75,9,89 .
Model-free methods are meant to improve eﬃciency of algorithms by dictating a
relative small set of features that function as the basis for generating grasps for a
large range of objects: searching for parallel sides or a handle can work for a large
variety of novel objects (Fig. 5.6). Simple features lowers the requirement on sensing and modeling, and generalizable features can encompass more objects than those
that are object-speciﬁc. Additionally, compare to model-based analytical planners,
heuristic strategies tend to rely less heavily on exact ﬁnger placement and force vectors, thereby also lowering demands on the precision of sensing and control.
Data-driven strategies may embed more complex features without having explicit
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models, but they are often sensitive to hardware and the dataset used to train the algorithms. Though sometimes the resulting strategies are seemingly similar to humanbased heuristics, the details of the algorithms are not easily human-interpretable, and
the strategies are not guaranteed to be transferable to other systems or objects.
The high-dimensionality, high-variability, hardware diversity, and scarcity of real
grasp data make physics-based model grasp planners appealing while simultaneously
making it diﬃcult for them to be accurate. The high cost of collecting labeled data on
physical robots will continue to make simulators a preferred environment for training
for many areas of robotics. Therefore, bridging the gap between theoretical models
and real data will remain an important challenge.

Dynamic Grasp Planning
Many human grasps are not one single movement, but a series of small manipulations.
We push and slide and roll objects to gain access, remove clutter, gather information,
and reduce uncertainty. Dynamic grasp planners attempt to incorporate such movements into the grasp planning.
One way we dynamically remove uncertainty during grasping is utilizing environmental aﬀordances. Environmental aﬀordances are walls, corners, edges, tabletops,etc. — features in the environment that can be used to facilitate grasping. Research has shown that people rely on aﬀordances extensively during grasping, especially when other modes of sensing are impaired 28 . For example, we slide big and ﬂat
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objects towards an edge to expose regions on the object that the ﬁngers can easily
enclose; we brush our ﬁngertips on the table before enclosing an object; and we push
object against walls to lift up corners (Fig. 5.7). Using environmental constraints can
guide crude movements into achieving precision without additional sensing and modeling. For example, squeezing an object between two ﬂat surfaces or pushing the object
against a ﬂat wall can remove orientation uncertainty without sensing 11,29 .
A way to make these strategies work is compliance in the direction that is conﬁned
by the aﬀordance, so that position or force changes caused by the environment will
not cause large interaction forces. Directional compliance can be accomplished by lowlevel active control loops or mechanical design. It could also be done using precise
controls, in which case are often called ‘non-prehensile manipulation’. More on nonprehensile manipulation can be found in 73,24 .
Squeezing and pushing objects to meet environmental aﬀordances are also examples

Figure 5.7: Leveraging Environmental aﬀordances. Top: using edge of a table to
expose better grasp region[brock]. Bottom: slide the ﬁngers on top of the table
top to enclose the object into the center of the grasp 48 .
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of motion primitives. Motion primitives are self-contained action units that execute
repeatable behavior using relatively few parameters. Some primitives are event-based
with clear transition signals 90 , such as a guarded “move-till-contact” 48,27 or a coin
snap 85 . Such commands can initiate a movement and remain active until a transition
signal is received. They use very few parameters to elicit predictable behaviors, and
have salient termination or error signals, which reduces the need for detailed models
for the object, robot, and the action itself. Some primitives focuses on limiting the
number of parameters needed to move the end-eﬀector in arbitrary directions 109 , perform controlled slip, rolling, sliding, and pushing 10,86,3 .
Motions generated based on motion primitives allows the blend of task, grasp, and
path planning, thereby making it more likely to be functional and adaptable in real
tasks and unstructured environment 111,59 . Some neuromuscular research suggests that
motion primitives are how humans achieve a large range of complex and adaptive behaviors 45 . However, it is also often computationally intensive given the large search
space for such high-dimensional problems. From a system point of view, there may
also be an increase in complexity of other subsystems. For example, controlled slip
and rolling would require high resolution tactile sensors and fast and precise actuators
to carry out those actions; planning the path for pushing may require accurate frictional models for the calculation 72 ; or a very fast and accurate sensing is needed for
online feedback control.
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Figure 5.8: Motion Primitives. Top: A motion sequence that can consistently
ﬂip a ﬂat object oﬀ a ﬂat surface into a pinch grasp 85 . Bottom: a sequence of
guarded motions that reliably centers the object into the hand 27

Figure 5.9: Salient, unambiguous, and easy to obtained signals are more likely
to truly reduce the complexity of the overall system. These salient signals are
sometimes referred to as an ”event”. The general idea behind event-based grasp
planning is that long manipulation tasks can be broken into smaller units of
action, and the “event” that stops one action triggers the next unit of action.
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5.3 Perception and Modeling
The modeling subsystem acquires information about the world through sensing, and
then reconstructs it for the planner to use. Depending on the planner, the reconstruction can be as simple as the location of the object’s centroid and axes, to more complex models using point clouds and 3D geometry and poses. This subsystem can reduce uncertainties in the task by providing pertinent information, but it can also introduce variation into the system through noisy sensors and mis-calibration.
Information that is most relevant to grasping is object location, pose, and geometry;
environment aﬀordances and clutter; and sometimes mass, friction, and weight distribution. The exact parameters needed and the precision required vary depending on
the planner used and the capability of the low-level controllers. So far, majority of the
sensing involved in robotic grasping falls on vision, and a small portion but rising in
necessity falls on tactile sensing.

5.3.1

Vision

Vision is widely used in grasping because it can acquire many of the needed features
simultaneously and without contact, which can disturb the target. In addition, cameras and image processing today are fast and sophisticated.
The reconstruction of the world model usually begins by diﬀerentiating objects
from the environment, then if there exist an object library or a known template, then
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the goal is to take the available information from 2D or 3D images, whether using its
raw data such as pixels colors and point clouds or extract features such as edges and
shapes, and match them with existing models and templates. Then grasp relevant
information is extract from the target object, information such as objects’ position,
pose, geometry, and valid grasp sites. If a sequence of images instead of snapshots is
acquired, especially in cases of moving target or robot, then tracking or visual servoing algorithms may be implemented to continuously reﬁne the information needed.
More details on vision for robotics can be found in 58 .
As ubiquitous as it is, vision still have fundamental limitations. Occlusion in clutter
and sensitivity to lighting conditions make it prone to miscalculated geometric features. There are also many object properties that vision is unequipped to detect such
as friction, mass distribution, compliance, and slippage, all of which are crucial information in grasping and manipulation of the object. Even with recent the explosion
and success of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques in image processing 51,14 ,
we still have trouble reliably estimate 6D poses of objects 43 . Therefore, we cannot rely
solely on vision for grasping and manipulation.
Regardless of the sources, visual perception errors ultimately result in oﬀset between actual contact interface from planned. The oﬀsets can be delegated to low-level
controls, which we will discuss in section 5.4.
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5.3.2

Tactile Sensing

The sense of touch is critical to our interaction with the world. We constantly explore
and react to our environment through touch. For humans, within about 3 seconds of
contacting an object, we can determine its texture, hardness, global geometry, inertia,
and temperature 57 (Fig.5.10). Tactile sensing is also crucial in providing feedback at
low-level controls, for it can detect events that are invisible to cameras, such as onset
of slipping. Though in this section, our discussion is focused on the tactile sensing
used for model building.
Tactile-based modeling is challenging in practice. Despite numerous types of tactile
sensors been invented over the last few decades 15,16 , most of them are single-module,
delicate, expensive, and diﬃcult to integrate into ﬁngers. While there exist algorithms
that could in theory acquire object information such as texture, local shape, grasp
force, and pose using tactile sensors 71 , those sensors used are rarely fully integrated
into grasp system. The lack of tactile sensors that work reliably and robustly, as well
as providing a large range and highly sensitive grasp information makes tactile-based
modeling and planning rare.
At a glance, the bottleneck to tactile exploration behavior is the capability of the
sensors and controllers, and a concern for developing tactile sensing strategies is that
progress can be rendered obsolete quickly by the next generations of sensors. But for
the foreseeable future, the problems such as not having enough sensor resolution, sen-
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sitivity, and coverage, as well as precise controllers, will continue to exist, especially
for low-cost systems. Therefore a lasting grasp planner that uses active sensing should
aim to be robust to variations in sensor and controller capabilities.

Figure 5.10: Hand as a sensor: Humans systematically use exploratory motions
such as rubbing the surface, squeezing, poking, enclosing the object, and tracing
the contour to collect object information (Modiﬁed from 64 ).
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5.3.3

Proprioception, Calibration, and Sensor Fusion

Not only is it important to have external models and sensing, it is also crucial to have
good models and sensing internal to the robot. Unreliable proprioception of the robot
itself and inaccurate calibration between the independent components of the system
such as the gripper and cameras, will also result in oﬀset between planned and real
grasp interface.
Proprioception for rigid arms and hands are straightforward, but it is signiﬁcantly
more diﬃcult for compliant joints and soft links. There are many advantages of using compliant components in robots, as we will discuss it in section 5.4, and building
specialized sensors and controllers for soft robots and soft components of robots are
becoming an increasing necessary ﬁeld of research 97 .
A complex robotic system will also likely to use many sensors of various types. The
information collected by the sensors are sometimes complementary, sometimes redundant, and sometimes incongruous. Care has to be taken the ﬁnd the best compromise between all the information collected accounting for uncertainty in each sensor’s
noise and inaccuracy and mismatched timing. In grasping robots, a common one is
the hand-eye coordination, or the calibration between camera and end-eﬀectors. Visual servoing is frequently employed to track arm and hand positions before contact is
made 49 .
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5.4 Low-Level Controls
The goal of the low-level control subsystem is bringing ﬁngers into contact with the
object as speciﬁed by the planner, and make any necessary adjustments at the contact
interface to achieve a stable grasp. It may face many types variation. For example, if
the output of planner is centroid and axes, then the controller must prepare the hand
for contacts made in a large range of possible locations. On the other hand, if the
planner works with detailed object models and outputs precise location and force vector for each ﬁnger, then the control system would need to focus on removing robot’s
internal and registration noise to move the ﬁngers with precision. In this section, we
will discuss the two main strategies used in handling low-level variations: passive compliance and active controls. We will start, however, with a section on hand kinematics,
for it is often directly associated with the type of control strategy implemented.

5.4.1

Hand Kinematics

Over the years, an impressive number of robotic hands have came to existence 19 , but
for that reason, sometimes it is diﬃcult to compare them and the capabilities they
each claim to be able to perform. Here we brieﬂy examine how hand design can impact the system.
The ranges of object size and mass a system can handle is bounded by the physical
limits of the hand. But the hand’s demands on the rest of the system and its robust-
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ness when encountering contacts play a perhaps more important role in determining
its utility.
Parallel jaw grippers are widely used in the community, for they are easy and reliable to operate. Fingers with more joints and hands with multiple ﬁngers can potentially handle bigger object size variability and perform in-hand manipulations in
the future. However, increased complexity in kinematics is usually accompanied by
increased complexity in control algorithms. For example, anthropomorphic hands are
built to reach human level dexterity. But these high degrees of actuation hand are
diﬃcult to control reliably, and they often require detailed object models to calculate placement of each ﬁnger, as well as fast feedback control loops to implement active compliance. These demands put tremendous pressure on all parts of the system,
hence despite many high DOF robotic hand prototypes have been built 99,52,79,13,12,104 (Fig.
5.11), they are rarely used in unstructured grasping tasks.
However, selecting a hand too simple may also unwittingly add burden onto other
subsystems. For example, parallel jaw grippers work well for simple and symmetric objects. But if used for a complex object, the robot’s planner may need to know
more object properties in order to ensure the two points of contact are exactly where
it needs to be. Whereas a hand with more ﬁngers — though has more complex actuation — may only need the object’s general location. Hence, hand kinematics has
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the choice of planner and subsequently the modeling and perception system, and it may be best determined by task requirements.
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5.4.2

Passive Compliance

Most variation ultimately result in oﬀsets between planner and actual contact location. If the ﬁngers are stiﬀ, then the position errors may induce damaging forces at
the interface. Therefore, before the ﬁngers arrive at its ﬁnal conﬁguration, low contact forces is desired. This can be achieved through passive mechanical compliance, or
active controlled compliance.
Passive compliance comes from using compliant elements such as springs or elastic
material, or underactuation. Some extreme examples of compliant hands are made of
elastomers and pneumatically operated Ilievski et al.,23 . While these hands produce very
low forces at contact, they lacks the stiﬀness necessary for picking up heavy objects

Figure 5.11: Anthropomorphic hands: (a) Utah-MIT hand 52 , (b) DLR hand 13 ,
(c) Shadow hand 104 .
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or making precise movements. Hands that incorporated both stiﬀ and compliant components are more capable of both being compliant at initial the contact but stiﬀen up
for grasping 26,95,39 .
Underactuation is deﬁned as having more degrees of freedom than degrees of actuation, and the movement of the un-actuated degrees of freedom are governed by
interaction with the environment. During grasping, upon contact, these mechanisms
will ﬁrst distribute the forces across the joints for closing the ﬁngers around the object
without exerting any force onto the object. Only after full enclosure is made will the
additional force be used to stiﬀen the hand for a more stable grip. This allows the ﬁngers to adapt an object’s shape without needing contact sensing or exact commands
of when to stop for each link. This ability to passively adapt to object geometry and
local surface variation allows them to tolerate less accurate object models and ﬁnger
placements. Hence not only are there less degrees of actuation to operate, passively
compliant low-DOF hands also reduce the demand on rest of the system. However,
they would be more diﬃcult to manipulate precisely therefore may be less desirable
for highly dexterous tasks.

5.4.3

Active Controls

Active controls requires continuously monitoring of the environment and quick responses to input signals. For grasping, active controls are used to elicit compliance
and initiate reﬂex-like behaviors. For compliance, various force-based control strate-
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gies, such as impedance control, admittance control, hybrid position-force control 44,56,91 ,
are used to program robot ﬁngers that are equipped with force or tactile sensors. It
also enables behaviors such as directional pushing, rolling, controlled slip, and many
in-hand manipulation skills 77,86,10 . More information on force-based control strategies
on robot hands and manipulators, see 112 .
It it generally expensive to achieve both precision and compliance. Making a rigid
system tolerate contact variation would require complicated active controls and superb sensors. Although active controls have the advantage of progammability — which
is a desirable for the change of stiﬀness needed for unstructured grasping, they require
intense computations, expensive sensors, and fast reacting actuators, and they are
prone to instability. Passive mechanisms are fast, reliable, and low-energy, but making passively compliant elements accurate would require constant position and force

Figure 5.12: (a)ELU-2 hand uses serial elastic actuators — spring connect in
series with motors — for the spreading action; (b) pneumatically actuated soft
hands 23 ; (c) Robotiq hand 95 , (d) SDM hand 26
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feedback. Hence some systems combine active controls with some passive compliance
components, so that the active control algorithms can be more stable, and the requirement on sensors and actuators can be lowered. The simplest example being adding
rubber surfaces to ﬁngers.

Figure 5.13: Underactuation mechanism. (a) underactuation through linkages:
when the proximal link is blocked due to contact, additional force is ﬁrst redistributed to close the distal link, and then used for tightening the grip if both
links have stopped. (b) underactuation through cable, the pulley system evenly
distribute the force among the other ﬁngers ﬁrst. Once the ﬁngers are in place,
increasing cable tension increases the stiﬀness of the joints, which allow the ﬁngers to exert more force on to the object.
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5.5 User Interface
The level at which human intervention is needed marks the boundary of the system’s
autonomy. It can happen at any of the subsystems and fall on a spectrum of speciﬁcity. On one end of the spectrum, human can take over perception, controllers, and
planners in a teleoperated or remote controlled system, or carefully build a restricted
environment and type in machine-level instructions such as joint and velocity commands. One the other end, it can be high-level and intuitive for people, such as pointing at the target object with a laser 17 , or specify a goal such as ”unload the dishwasher” 101 . The system is expected to generate the subsequent strategies and paths
and correct for errors. Other forms of human intervention include: seeding a priori
knowledge such as a library of object models, bestowing domain knowledge and realworld experience such as physics models or example paths, reducing abstract goals
into speciﬁc robot-friendly tasks, translating functional goals into cost functions, and
resetting the robot when it is stuck.
The more high-level the human interface is, the more likely the robot can be operated by a layman — you need an expert to program a robot’s joint trajectory or to
index a library of object models, but anyone can point a laser or shout a command.
Therefore, the complexity of the message passed from the human operator to the
robot can indicate the robot’s ability to compensate for variation autonomously. This
is independent of the intuitiveness or eﬀectiveness of the communication style, which
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Figure 5.14: Task interface. Generally the less need for human involvement, the
more variation the system itself can compensate.
is commonly associated with Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) researches 38 .
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5.6 Discussion
5.6.1

the Network Effect

A constant theme throughout our analysis is that changing a component in one subsystem can subsequently eﬀect other subsystems. The available hardware, whether
it is hand kinematics or sensor suites, can dictate the complexity of the planner. For
example, having a mechanically compliant hand can lower the requirement for both
modeling and planning in grasping, but may need sophisticated low-level control and
feedback if precision is needed. If there is ﬂexibility in choosing the hardware, then
the choice of planner puts demands on the output of the perception and modeling subsystem and the ability of low-level controls.
Similarly, no one type of module is absolutely necessary — it is all about trade-oﬀs.
To give two extreme examples, a system may function ﬁne without any tactile feedback at the contact interface if its visual feedback and processing are impeccable. Current state of robotic surgery is an example: surgeons using Intuitive Surgical da Vinci
robot can work without any haptic feedback, because they are trained to turn visual
cues into the information they need instead. Conversely, one can imagine a system
with little to no vision can also function ﬁne for some tasks, if it has ﬂawless haptic
perception and interpretation and ﬁne movement controller, much like how a blind
person navigates the world.
In general, there will always be plenty of sources for variation, therefore strategies
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that relies on robust signals and conservative strategies tend to be more practical. For
example, using environmental aﬀordances through mechanical compliance is desirable
for it uses easy to identify features, such as the wall or table top, and no additional
sensing and control to arrive at predictable conﬁgurations for both the object and the
hand. Guarded moves is another example, where even though it may not be the most
eﬃcient route to stable grasps, it relies on salient and unambiguous signals so that the
actions always converge.
Most variations though, regardless of the source, result in oﬀset at the contact location from anticipated, which means they can be combined when evaluating their
collective eﬀects. Consequently, if two systems are composed of drastically diﬀerent
components, their capability can be compared by their ability to reduce or tolerate
the oﬀset between actual and predicted contacts.
The ultimate goal is to satisfy the variation compensation requirement of the task.
Therefore it is important to understand the nature of the task before deciding on the
balance between accuracy and variation tolerance in the design. While there maybe
hesitation that building task-centric systems will result in overﬁtted systems, it will
also make sure we don’t over-design and make the system impractical to build with
existing technology.
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5.6.2

Role of Machine Learning

In recent years, many ﬁelds of research, including robotic grasping, have been enamored by machine learning. It has found its way into every stage and every combination of multiple stages of grasping. It is used for object segmentation and localization 37 , synthesize grasps strategies 9 , learn from demonstration 61 , even end-to-end
grasping 75,68,65 .
The advantage of machine learning is avoiding explicitly deﬁning complex models
and extracting patterns from complex signals. By collecting a large amount of data,
all types of noises and models can be embedded into the data, and the algorithms can
potentially ﬁnd common features across a mixed input information.
However, dimensionality of the variation is correlation with the amount of data
needed, and grasping and manipulation tasks are cursed by having both enormous
state spaces on top of insuﬃcient or expensive data. Therefore a thorough analysis of
the variations in the system might be crucial in making sure the algorithm chosen is
not attempting to resolve too many types of variation with too few data.
Additionally, machine learning is often as mysterious as it is popular. The opaqueness of the algorithms makes it diﬃcult to infer physical intuition from the results.
The lack of interpretability does not buy conﬁdence when generalizing the algorithm
to be used on data ranges beyond trained data — a scenario highly likely to occur
when operating in unstructured environments.
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One potential way of avoiding the pitfalls of machine learning is embedding domainspeciﬁc knowledge into the algorithm architecture, using models to gain back some of
the physical intuition and generalizability, and focus the learning algorithms only on
the parts that cannot be easily described by models.
Regardless, despite the leaps and bounds machine learning was able to achieve, we
should resist the temptation of blindly applying it as a panacea for everything. A
clear understanding of which part of the grasping ﬂow are being replaced by machine
learning can help narrow down the types of variation involved and ensure the problem
is tractable, results interpretable and generalizable.
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The future is in our robotics hands.
You can quote me on that.

6
Conclusion

It is a 1 in 99 million chance that a human baby is born with type II
hereditary sensory neuropathy. Julie Mallory of Pennsylvania won that lottery. Julie cannot feel touch, temperature, deep pressure or vibrations in her limbs
and parts of her chest and back. When she stands and walks, she must watch her feet
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because she can’t feel the ground. She can’t locate light switches in the dark. She
must monitor her grip around the knife when cutting vegetables, so she can visually
conﬁrm that all her ﬁngers are in the correct places and the knife is not slipping out
of her hand when she pushes into the vegetable. She buys zipper and velcro clothes
for her infant because she cannot guarantee his security for she cannot feel the baby
wiggle in her arms.
You can live without sense of touch, Julie would tell you. Like a system we described in Chapter 5, almost every component is in theory replaceable, and Julie has
found plenty of ways to compensate for her lack of tactile perception using other systems. But she is also the perfect demonstration that even with human-level motor
controller, motion planner, vision, learning abilities, and memory, the lack of tactile
sensing still makes navigating in our world — a world designed to be touched and felt
— diﬃcult and frequently dangerous.
In this thesis, we furthered the understanding of tactile sensor behavior in the real
world by conducting one of the ﬁrst large-trial study of tactile sensors in real grasping
tasks. We found that in real interactions, the sensors may have large and not easily
surmountable variations that are signiﬁcant enough to confound commonly used algorithms. We then determined that physics models, despite being unrealistic in many
of their assumptions, are still very informative for identifying the limitation of tactile
sensors and putting a bounded uncertainty on when you should trust the signals (Ch.
3). In Chapter 4, we tested combining analytical models and data-driven methods for
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both increasing the realism of models through using real data, and also retaining the
generalizability and interpretability of models.
A gargantuan amount of work still needs to be done before we can see a free roaming, self-suﬃcient, independent robot assisting us in our lives. Listing all of it is probably not good for our health. Going forward for manipulation robots, we need to start
to building sensors with their real-world functionality in mind, and not be content
with benchtop testing results. There are already a diverse set of mechanisms being
utilized for tactile sensors. Our variation-based framework in Chapter 5 is built for
comparing sensors even when they are using diﬀerent mechanisms and signals.
Regardless, many tactile sensors are still likely to have nonlinear signals encoding
high dimensional information. It is arealm where models slog but machine learning
shines. Though as we showed in Chapter 2, machine learning should be used with caution, especially when limitations in hardware aﬀect the noise and certainty in signals.
Similar ideas of embedding domain knowledge into machine learning algorithms are
slowly gathering strength across diﬀerent ﬁelds 70 .
Lastly, the sense of touch is considered the most social sense. It is the most intimate and direct way of communication. Fetuses develop it within 8 weeks of gestation 76 . For robots to be socially intelligent and communicate with humans eﬀectively,
we should equip them with the ability to distinguish the diﬀerent types of contactbased communication, or even the ability to elicit them. In a world where loneliness is
am illness and the future of elderly care is being put in the hands of robots, perhaps
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it is not unreasonable to give our robots a human touch.
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